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This book is published with a twofold purpose.

It is intended to promote thought and study in

connection with the problems discussed and the

ideals set forth. But it has also the more im-

mediate object ofenlisting supportfor the practical

proposals made. The first steps towards the

founding of the New Town have already been

taken by the Pioneer Trust, Limited, and an

appeal for the necessary capital will be found

at the end of the book.

I



NEW TOWN
CHAPTER I

'i:]l

THE PROPOSAL

" Now I believe that the time has arrived when the principle of

association, solemnly and universally promulgated, should become the

starting point of all theoretical and practical studies having for their

aim the progressive organisation of human society."—^Mazzini.

This little book contains the outlines of a proposal to

found a new Country-Town in England in such a spirit

and on such a plan as shall stir the hearts of all who arc

seeking after freedom and fellowship. It is therefore

not merely a scheme of housing reform, but, with a

far wider sweep, will be found to touch upon almost

every branch of the great and difficult human art of

living together. It is a proposal put forward by a body
of men and women, after long and careful considera-

tion, as a contribution towards that reconstruction and
transformation of our national life after the war for

which so many are working in a thousand different

ways. The scheme has aheady advanced considerably

beyond the paper stage. A " New Town Council,"

consisting of about fifty persons, is at work, preparing

the way for the enterprise, and making its nature

known. It is this Council which is responsible for the

preparation and issue of the present book. Further, a

corporate body, known as " The Pioneer Trust, Ltd.,"

has already been formed to prospect for a suitable site

and to secure an option to purchase.

It will readily be gathered from the tone of the

following chapters that, as promoters of this scheme,

9



10 NEW TOWN

we are aiming ve^ high. In general, it may be said
that our ultimate object is to provide the right condi-
tions of life for the full development of human per-

sonality. But we recognise that this cannot be done
at one stroke, nor by any formal plan, nor for one
body of folk alone. We would, therefore, like to empha-
sise at the very outset that our proposals must be
regarded as tentative in many respects, subject to
many modifications of detail as the scheme develops;
that we do not look to form a perfect and self-contained

community—a little paradise of saints safe from the
evils and dangers of a wicked world around! We know
that the failings of the ordinary men and women who
will live in New Town would make that impossible, and
we wish its citizens to take an active and important
part in the wider affairs of the county and the nation.

It is largely because of the recognition of the need for

sober beginnings and continuous progress towards
be*+er conditions tb \t we lay so much stress on the
eaucational proposals in connection with the scheme.
Make these right, and other right conditions will

follow in due course. Holding such provisoes in mind,
we yet assert our belief in the possibility of providing,

by a united effort, a striking example of what can be
achieved by voluntary association in improving the
conditions of social life in an English town. We believe

that, while action by political and semi-political

methods is always necessar ', yet a greater step for

ward can often be taken by a body of people who have
the will to venture and the plan ready; and that, in

fact, effective action on a larger scale, whether by
legislation or otherwise, can, usually, only follow after

such voluntary experiments have shown the way. An
excellent example of this is seen in the way in which
the work of Letchworth and the various co-operative

and other voluntary housing schemes have made
possible and easy the issue of such Local Government
Board regulations as those which provide that in the

^-. •'"
. ''i;^ -:?la^- . 5YJ&a»^«.;r-



THE PROPOSAL xz

outburst of house-building which must follow the war,
not more than twelve houses to the acre shall be
erected in urban or eight in rural districts.

*'A Citv
^^' *^^"' ^^^^ ^^ ^^°'"* *° ^^^ ^ °^^ ^^"

on a HUl" P^ession of general social ideals in s united
venture is regarded as desirable in itself, the

question arises at once as to what is the most suitable
and effective form that can be devised. A large number
of difft ent considerations led, with quite remarkable
agreement, to the conviction that the right method
was to plan a New Town, set in a New Countryside,
within whose borders an interlinked system of human
associations for the various purposes of life might be
consciously developed. From whatever side the
problem is attacked, there are seen to be immense
advantages in a solution which provides the oppor-
tunity for something like a simultaneous new start in
all those departments of life which we feel are unsatis-
factorily arranged to-day. In this way we can break
through some of the vicious circles which hamper more
sectional efforts to improve our civilisation. For
example, some look for national salvation in a new
system of education, but soon find that their schemes
are impossible or are frustrated because of the bad
conditions in the children's homes. The housing
reformer can make little advance, because of the exis-
tence of low wages and unprocurable land. Those who
are anxious to give a higher place to women in all
social life are in larn hampered by existing conditions
of home and of employment. Those who would bring
the town-dwellers into closer contact with Nature and
with her productive processes, and those who would give
a wider culture to over-driven countryside labourers,
are ahke confronted by the evils of the huge congestion
of our cities and the emptiness of much of our country,
and would leap at any opportunity of fashionmg anew
a more healthy distribution of population. As a recent
example of the recognition of this interdependence of

'm,-m;ir^



Z3 NEW TOWN

all social problems, we may quote the experience of the

Government Committee lately appointed to consider

the development of adult education. Its first report *

was occupied with the task of showing how the evidence

presented to the Committee msisted that " industrial

and social reform are indispensable, if the just claims

of education are to be met, and that the full results o|

these reforms will be reaped only as education becomes
more widespread"; and thereupon followed a con-

sideration of the following subjects—^hours of labour,

monotonous and exhausting forms of work, unemploy-
ment, holidays, the need for a new industrial outlook,

housing and town planning, the moral problem,

women's work, and local administration— with
reconmiendations mr.de under each head.

Now by our plan we can, in fact, make

WTO^v?^ a bold attempt to do something in all

TOWN these different lines at the same time.

The roads by which each body of social

reformers wishes to advance seem to lead us directly

into New Town. Let us approach our city along one or

two of the highways.

The La..d ^c propose to purchase a portion of the
Reform surface of England, of about 3000 acres, and
Road. ^Q exemplify upon it a more rational method
of arranging homes, workshops and factories, so that

its inhabitants shall all be in some direct touch with

Mother Earth, and yet so grouped that all kinds of

healthy and varied social intercourse is m?^de easy.

This is an experiment in recolonising our own country.

The land will be held permanently for the benefit of the

community living upon it, and the rise in value owing
to increase of population will not go into private

pockets, but will be used for the general good. We are

thus experimenting in land reform.

* Interim Report of Committee on Adult Education. Cd. 9107.
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us

More important and fundamental still is

Sc fSS" *^® ^^P^^^ o^ t^e New Town proposal which
deals with the economic basis of its life and

industry, for unless this is soundly arranged much of
the superstructure will obviously beccme impossible.
We trace, ultimately, most of all our social ills to the
fact that the supply of our physical needs is dependent
almost entirely upo'.i the operation of the motive of
personal profit. We do not propose to try to aboUsh
private property in New Town, nor to equalise at a
stroke all wages and salaries. But we do take the im-
portant step of endeavouring to prevent the businesses
^nd industries of the town from being organised for

iA& sake of making profits or dividends for individuals,
and seek to replace the self-regarding financial motive
by the motive of service to the community. We mean
that all the production of New Town shall be for use
and for the enrichment of life, and not undertaken
merely because it can be made to pay. The New Town
scheme is, therefore, the launching of a new movement
in industry, which will try to gather together the
experience of co-operative societies of all lands, craft

workshops, and progressive einployers, and use all in
a network of varied enterprises united by the common
dominating aim of ser\4ce of the community. In this
attempt the fundamental business of agriculture will

be given an exalted place, so that what is now too
often regarded as the Cinderella of industries shall

take her rightful place as princess. New Town may be
regarded as an experiment in the redemption of
agriculture.

The Home- Again, New Town is a housing and town-
waking planning experiment, but, because of its
Road. wider aims, it regards the corresponcing
problems in a new light. Housing becomes an aspect
of home-making; town-planning has an eye to a future
town in which comradeship and co-operation shall

have dispensed with West End and East End, and
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many other social distinctions, and shall have devised
new methods of lifting the burden of unending domestic
toil from the shoulders of wives and mothers.

New Town is also an educational experi-
ment. In the heart of New Town will be
the School, and much of the civic endeavour

and ideal will gather round it. Unless each succeeding
generation in the i jwn can be so brought up as to
strike out new paths of freedom and originality in the
apphcation to life of the great and simple hum.an
ideals, our town's Hfe will soon wither and contract.
We have, therefore, given full thought to the proi)lem
of education in New Town, and we find here, as else-
where, much movement already afoot, and ideas
ready for fuller expression, which are in accord with
our own suggestions, and convince us that we can well
serve the general cause of education in the country by
carrying out our scheme of linking the educational
activity with the general life of the town.
Thus, in the very briefest outline, we have indicated

how the thought of the interrelation of all social
problems, which is apt ^d lead to despair when an
attempt is made to grapple with one alone, becomes
a ground for hope wlion we have caught the idea of
starting a new town, in which the general organisation
will reinforce the attempts to progress in each parti-
cular direction. This is, no doubt, one reason for the
way in which the proposal has already attracted into
co-operation many men and women who have special
interest in different social questions, -^nd it partly
accounts for the interesting way in which their thoughts
and suggestions have worked together and become
crystallised by degrees into the common proposals
contained in this book.

The Spiritual ^^\ there are other and deeper reasons
Foundations for this unity, and to these we must now try
of New to give some expression. The soliitions of ail

our problems of social and civic life are to be
Town.

iwr ^;£itS:^-filK



THE PROPOSAL 15

sought and found together, because they are in reality
spiritual and not material problems. They are inter-
hnked because of the unity of the spirit in man, and the
solution of the riddle of society is, therefore, also dis-
covered to be one with that of the riddle of the individual
life. We aim at right external conditions ir -dertofree
tiie creative spirit. And all the while it is che creative
spirit that is itself building and preserving these con-
ditions. And the conditions that will produce fullness
of life in our New Town are not to be only or chiefly
fresh air and pure food and healthy homes; they are
above a 1, to be found in the feUowship and associationm bodily and mental labour with comrade human
spints. New Town can only be truly built in so far as
it is bemg built akeady in the hearts ana wiUs of men.

9"5 *'^^°'* "® copied fragments from our breast •

And all man's Babylons strive but to impart
The grandeurs of his Babylonian heart."

We join in this common effort because we are akeady
joined in a common beUef as to the nature and destiny
of man. Outwardly. New Town is to be a social experi-
ment m the provision of a fit environment for themmds and bodies of men and women; inwardly it is
to be a caU to the spirit of men and women to enter
mto the joy of active service together for the glory of
Ood. We believe that in the core of every human
personaUty lies the true self that must needs seek the
perfect truth, beauty and goodness; that this hidden
man of the heart will be called forth, not only by the
effort of the individual, but also by right environment
and stimulus, and above all by a call to common
worthy service. " One loving heart sets another on
tu-e, and when we reach the knowledge of our deepest
self, we find it is one self with that of all our feUows,
and that our task is one. Hence we believe the plan-mng of our town as a co-operative city and thu em-
pnasis laid upon association in all the affairs of '*

f.

to be justified, not merely as measures of econc *

v •

' • Wi^\^7i "'/^t^-i^.T^'ff



i6 NEW TOWN

common sense, but because they are outward expres-
sions of a fundamental characteristic of human nature.
The blossoming of individualities will be achieved
through their service of the community and their
loyalty to it. Herein lies the reconcilement of the
complementary ideals that we label "individualistic"
and " socialistic," and herein a chance to show the
meaning of the Christian laws of life.

N«w Town Again, not only by the way of philoso-
initshiitor. phical or religious convictions do we reach
ical setting, q^^ standpoint, but also by the study of
history. Books Uke Kropotkin's Mutual Aid have
taught us M see how closely the progress of human
kind is de^ lent upon an ever-increasing and ever
more complex ''egree of conscious association of men
and women, both in work and in thought. The
" struggle for existence," admitted as a cause of evolu-
tionary advance, will issue finally in the survival and
dominance, not of those individuals or societies which
can fight most fiercely, but of those which have learnt
most fully the secret of harmonious, directed co-

operati.^n with their fellows. The background of
thought out of which grew the extraordinary history
of industrial development in England during the last

century was, on the whole, of an almost opposite
character. Freedom for each individual to apply all

his energies to make his own position secure, comfort-
able, or wealthy was expected to result in gen^^ral

prosperity and happiness. Philosophic theory and
individualistic religion fitted into the scheme. The
social history of the nineteenth century consists

largely of a demonstration of how false thinking and
self-centred living worked out into forms of ugliness,

disease and poverty. But from another ^^oint of view
we can read the history of the same times as the record
of a gradual self-cure, of the counter-advance of ideals

of co-operation and mutual service. The full flood of

this incoming tide of thought is now close upon us.

^ wm^-^mMH



THE PROPOSAL ij

jdth much confusion of waters. And since we should
like to see New Town set rightly and firmly in its
historical environment, it will perhaps be worth while
to cast a glance back on this world-wide movement.

It may be said, perhaps, that the traditions and
sympathies of the common folk have always preserved
an element of communal fet ling. But the effect of the
competitive commercial and industrial system, with
Its attendant rapid growth of great cities, was to up-
root the traditions and discourage the sympathies.
New and wider forms of association were needed in
order to meet the new conditions. PoUtically the
hopes of the people were at first centred in the demand
for a wider franchise—but there was found to be no
magic in this machinery. It is a necessary step, but
only a short one. The opponents of the capitalistic
and competitive order then began to collect into
arnues, in all countries, under the challenging banner
of Sor'ahsm. The early Socialists believed in th;j
method of communities. It was only necessary for a
few hundred or a few thousand men and women to
jom together in a properly organised community for
them to achieve at once a state of happiness and
prospenty, and for all the worid to rush to follow their
example. In England, Robert Owen gathered his tens
of thousands of followers from all ranks of society, and
experiments in community life were made in a number
of countries, mostly with unfortunate results. The
world, shghtly amased, ran on in its old way The
next stage was that of " Scientific " SociaUsm, in-
augurated by the work of Karl Marx. The workers of
the worid were to unite and prepare for the lime when
the capitahst system, becoming ever more and more
top-heavy, would be overturned once for all, and the
whole people, organised as a State, administer thence-
torth all thmgs for the common good. Again, things
did not turn out altogether as expected. The workers
united only to separate again. Even the capitalist
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system would not play fair, and began in certain ways
to modify itself from within. And the State itself
became a suspect, a possible tyrant. We are now.
perhaps, m the transition period to a third stage of
Sociahst theory, which demands a much more promi-
nent place for the producers of wealth, organised by
mdustnes into " Guilds " responsible for the work
and the well-being of their members. But while the
dogmas of some Sociahsts, hke all rigid dogmas
may call for a httle laughter and scepticism, the
influence of the general Socialist trend of thought in
the modern world has akeady been enormous and is
still increasing. It is shown in legislation that begins
to protect the economically weak instead of the
strong, and to tax the wealthy in order tc mitigate
poverty; in the great and growing influence of the
trades unions in industry and politics; in the silent
and astonishing advance of the co-operative move-
ment, which has aheady taken over from the private
capitaUsts so much of the distributive trade, and is
now vigorously attacking the productive; and in the
steady progress of " Municipal Socialism," whereby
the people of the locahty are akeady managing, in
some place or other, almost every kind of enterprise
that IS of pubhc utility. Truly the new forms of
association are not far to seek! We may note, in parti-
cular, how State and municipality have advanced into
action side by side with the voluntary associations
and how, in the service of the full human ideal, it has
become necessary to invoke the co-operative help of
political, industrial, educational and moral forces
The synthesis is yet to be made. The end of a period
has come in catastrophe and blood. We hope that
the tragedy will leave mankind a little more free a
httle more purged of selfish) ess, a little more humbled
and ready to learn. We know that it has akeady
cleared the way for new experiments in national and
local government, some good and some bad; we know
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that it has mixed together men and women of different
classes as never before; we know that it has stirred
most of us to the depths, and left us resolved to try
to hve more worthily because of those who have so
worthily died. Rightly, therefore, is thought being
given to the problems of reconstruction and social
advance after the war; nor must we spare to give our
labour and money when the way is made plain.

New Town ^^ ^ Contribution towards that more
as a synthe- Complete and brotherly way of life to which

movim^S. "^.^ ^^^^^^^' P^st advances point, and which
atter-war conditions will still more urgently

demand, we offer this New Town scheme, asking for
comradeship and helpful criticism. We see in it a
combination of the good points of all those movements
to which we have briefly referred. It is a community
formed voluntarily under the impulse of an ideal but
not binding its members by creed or regimentation of
hfe. It seeks to unite all its workers to achieve freedom
for all their comrades. It gives to the productive
vvorkers a large measure of control over the conditions
of their mdustries. It enlarges the operation of the
principles of the existing co-operative societies. It
applies, in more complete forms than hitherto the
prmciple of communal control of land, of industry
and of public services, and so sets an example in
municipal and regional government. And, in addition
to all this. It seeks to bring more fully into the realm
of associated common effort, the education the
domestic service, the creative and recreative sides of
the hfe of its inhabitants. It will not forget that the
aim of association is the perfecting of human character.
Advantages A small town has been deliberately chosen

tovSi*"^" ^^ *^^ ^^^^^ °^ experiment. We beheve that
in a body of ten to twenty thousand people

every social need can be met, with sufficient variety
and interest, while the evils of over-congestion can be
avoided and the countryside be kept unspoiled. The
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history of certain small towns of the past is enough to
give us hope and inspiration. We should be well
content if some of the civic spirit of Athens or of the
free mediaeval cities could be paralleled in " New
Town." There would be great differences; ours would
not be a City-State, but a city within a State; and we
should seek to create a greater equahty among all the
citizens. But a town of moderate size does seem able
to evoke the intensest form of loyalty, and it will be
our aim from the beginning to foster such loyalty in
every way. There are those who shrink from the very
idea of a new town, who long for the great mass of
association and tradition that clings about the narrow
streets of ancient cities, who would rather be descen-
dants than ancestors. To these we ^voiild commend
the task of regenerating the old towns. But the story
of our colonial development shows how many of our
race have preferred the freedom of a new start, even
under ahen skies. Our colonising will be done, after
all, upon the soil of old England, and we shaU en-
deavour to Unk up with all old associations of the site
chosen and the surrounding area. We hope to hear
some pleasant old English village-name as that of our
town. And, fmiihermore, we look to the time when
our old cities, instead of adding house to house for
ever on their own borders, may profit by our example
and found daughter garden cities in the surrounding
country; when every new garden city shall mean also
a new and spacious city garden to replace some
dangerous, crowded slum.

New Town For it would 1 a sad day if we ever had

"°*^if™*
*° confess that New Town was to remain

in itseit. ^ isolated experiment. Regarded as a
housing scheme, it is not even the first of its kind. For
Letchworth is aheady in existence, the only " garden
city," possessmg its own land and planning its growth
from the start, the healthiest town in England. We
have the advantage of being able to study closely this
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experiment and to profit by its mistakes as well as its
successes. And there is now on foot a strong agitation
that demands the founding of numerous carefully
planned small towns as the right method of extending
industry, and of building the necessary number of new
healthy homes after the war. But we wish to point
out once more, and as plainly as possible, how our
plan takes us far beyond the scope even of the garden-
city enterprise. We believe that the type of social
organisation evolved during the nineteenth century
has ak-eady been judged and found wanting. It has
taught us lessons of self-reliance and energy, and
shown how to increase the production of goods a
thousand-fold. But it has left men and women in
antagonism to ich other, miserably divided into
classes that live apart. It has largely destroyed the
joy c' vork, so that the really beautiful things we
make ^re few. It has sanctioned forms of slavery for
men, women, and even little children. Just because
the coming type of industry and of social hfe will
insist upon wide forms of association and mutual
service, as the means of development of personalities,
as well as the best means of suppl5dng physical needs,'
it will be necessary for the tests of such a way of life
to be made on a considerable scale, and by means of
an all-round and balanced co-operative effort. We
believe that any success achieved in New Town, as
such a pioneer experiment, will be due to the fact that
the whole of our civilisation is slowly, often uncon-
sciously, moving in the direction we intend to tread;
that we shall therefore be able, from the beginning, to
link up with many other bodies and movements; and
that, within a space of years, other similar attempts
towards the expression of the same ideals will be
made, giving rise to wider opportunities of federation.
And at length the body of those who have voluntarily
adopted the principles of production for use and com-
munal regulation of all services with a view to the
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enrichment of the Uves of all, will become the main
body of our nation, and the social revolution we
desire find thus one means for its accomplishment.
Who will Is New Town to be peopled by carefully
Hve in New chosen ascetics or visionaries ? Let us dismiss
"'^^ at once any such thought. Its gates will be
thrown open to the crowd of ordinary, red-blooded,
foolish, well-meaning men and women. "The common
man will live strongly, given the chance." Has not the
war shown us how much of the hero and idealist is
lurking within every coat ? The common group spirit,
to which New Town will seek to give form and expres-
sion, calls to what is deepest in each of us. We shall
seek to give to every one who comes to Hve in New
Town, such healthy conditions for body, mind and
spirit, that it will be difficult for him to respond with
anything except the best that is in him. We do look
forward to misunderstandings, compromises, struggles
and disappointments—yet set in a framework of
common, joyful effort that shall redeem all. The
emphasis which, in writing, we are bound to lay upon
the need for the right spirit in the founding and
growth of New Town must not lead us into the error
of supposing that its inhabitants must be picked and
perfect altruists. The appeal made by the special
character of the town will no doubt, to a certain extent,
result in attracting a larger proportion than usual of
active and thoughtful citizens; but in the main they
will be just the same mixed lot of folk as are to be
found in other cities, yet distinguished, we hope, by
a more general happiness and fullness of life, because
of the nature of their work and interests.

The following chapters describe, in more detail, the
proposed organisation of the town and of its various
activities. They have been prepared by different
groups of members of the Council, which will account
for any differences of style or slight variations in
emphasis or outlook. It is natural, perhaps, to expect
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that in working out such a large scheme we may have
gone in some parts too much into detail and in others
too little. And we do not expect that New Town will

grow exactly in all points to the pattern here de-
scribed. If we have anywhere demanded too much,
time will correct us; if too little, new comrades may
supply the lack. The various chapters naturally tend
to describe the town in its full-grown condition, and
we are conscious that for perhaps a long while only
the first steps along the paths described may be
possible. We do not wish to sacrifice principles in

order to hasten the growth of the town, but we ask
for speedy support from those who share our belief in
the need for such an enterprise, so that it may come
to maturity in time to be a strong influence during
the period of national rebuilding that must follow
tht. ,/ar.

is
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CHAPTER II

THE FRAMEWORK OF NEW TOWN

"In the compass of a pale
Keep law and form and due proportion
Showing, as in a model, our firm cs/o/c."—Shakspere.

The Frame
^-^^ general principles which it is the desire

work. " o^ *he promoters of New Town to express
have been set out in the previous chapter.

The first expression of these must be through the
general administration. It has been already indicated
within what limits our enterprise is undertaken, and
the forms of administration will necessarily conform
to these limitations. We do not wish to lay down
ngid rules, or make any attempt to forestall every
contingency; but to c rry out an enterprise of this
character there must be a framework sufficiently well
defined, and this framework must be such that all the
undertakings of the town, industrial and other, shall
fit naturally into it. The whole must express a unity
there must be cohesion between the parts, but a co^
hesion evidenced by elasticity and resilience. To this
end we shall try to show how, in the general admini-
stration of the town, we propose to interpret our main
theme of association, and, in particular, of self-
government. Subsequent chapters will show how, in
umson with the.x methods of general administration,
we propose to apply the same principles in the several
departments of the civic life.

We realise to the full that the success of our enter-
prise IS bound up with that of sound administration.
Anything short of this is unfair to the ideals we enter-

34
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twn. It is, after aU, the beauty of the ideal which
attracts men, and the failure to exhibit the ideal in
daily working which discourages them. When theories
require translating into facts, when ideals of better
housing come to be expressed in terms of bricks and
mortar, and nobler forms of commerce in terms of the
raising of capital for industrial ventures, then the
question of admirustration becomes the touchstone of
then: practicabihty.

The forma. The framework for New Town will be

¥^V''*''
determined largely by the constitution andTown Com. organisation of the New Town Company.
It IS evident that the land which must be

secured for the basis of our enterprise must legally
from the outset, be vested in some body, and that thesame body will naturaUy be responsible for its develop-
ment. Such a body might be created by a deed of
trust, or incorporated under a private Act of Parha-
ment, or possibly even by a Royal Charter. There are
substantial advantages to be found in these methods
but circumstances will probably make it necessary to
proceed by means of a limited liability company It
will be one of the tasks of the existing Pioneer Trustm consultation with the Council, to prepare the
articles of association of this Company, which we shall
sometimes speak of as the Parent Company. The
share capital of the Company, which may be issued in
different classes, will not be less than two hundredand lifty thousand pounds sterling. Additional
money, as required, may be raised by loans, deben-
tures or mortgages The interest to be paid on sub-
scribed capital will be strictly limited in amount, and
friends of the scheme will be invited to lend money
without interest. ^

In the formation and finance of New Town Com-pany we are met at the very threshold with the diffi-
culty of realising, in a manner as adequate as might be
desired, the ideals of our enterprise. Indeed, it must be
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confessed that, in certain particulars, it is not practi-

cable to depart far from the present beaten track. In
the raising and administration of large sums of money,
amounting in the aggregate to several hundred thou-
sands of pounds, it is not practicable to dissociate

from the contributors of such sums of money a large

measure of responsibility for their administration.

Nevertheless, the spirit which has brought the enter-

prise into being will also, it may confidently be as-

sumed, operate in its fulfilmeut, and there seems no
reason to anticipate that the " power of the purse

"

will exercise a clogging or retarding influence. In the

conditions under which it will be wielded we may,
indeed, expect from it an influence which, if in some
respects restraining, will be none the less helpful.

Constitution The constitution and mode of election

of the Board of the Board of Directors of the Parent
of Directors. Company is a matter of prime importance.
The desire uppermost in the minds of the pro-

moters is that, to the furthest limits practicable,

the residents of New Town shall have voice in the

government of the town. Representation upon the

Board of Directors is a means, but one means only to

this end. It is, however, clear that, at the commence-
ment of the Company's activities, the resident popula-

tion will be practically non-existent, and accordingly,

in any event, the first Board of Directors must be ap-

pointed by the individuals who launch the venture.

We may be sure that those chosen will be men and
women imbued with the spirit of the New Town
scheme and keenly desirous of promoting the ideals

which animate it.

Further, in order that the opinion of the holders of

smaller amounts of capital may not be unduly out-

weighed by the holders of large amounts, it is intended

to arrange that the scale of voting shall not be, as

usually obtains, in exact proportion to the number of

shares held by each individual. It is suggested, for

M

." -7>iiU^-^
^^T'
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example, assuming the value of each share to be £1,
that holders of less than ^fioo shall be entitled to one
vote; holders of £100 to two votes, with on* additional
vote for every complete ;fioo up to ;frooo; above
£T000 one additional vote for every complete £500.

In regard to the personnel of the directoicte, it is
especially desired not to exclude from the Board,
because of the difficulty of qualifying for a seat, any
men and women of high ideals, public spirit, abiUty
and experience, and accordingly it is proposed that
the technical qualification for director shall consist in
the holding of one share.

Residents'
^^^ influence of the residents in New

Directors, ^own upon the constitution of the Board
will be secured by giving them the right, as

residents, to elect a certain number of directors. The
voters for this purpose will consist of all the adult in-
habitants who have resided on the estate for a necessary
qualifying period. Such a vote will be in addition to
any votes to which he or she may be entitled as a
shareholder of the Company. Towards the same end a
further provision will no doubt be made to secure, as
the town grows, that a suitable proportion of the
directors shall be elected from among residents on the
estate. The goal that the promoters have in view is
that, ultimately, the estate shall become the property
of, and be managed by, the town itself.

The control of the estate by such a Board of Directors
as outlined above is, it is admitted, of the nature of a
compromise. It is necessary to raise a vei^ large
amount of capital from the capital-possessing public,
and to effect this the investors must have reasonable
confidence that their investments will be controlled by
men of sound business instincts and mature judgment.
From the standpoint of advocates of a larger measure
of communal control, we claim that the proposals
outlmed indicate a great advance on any other exist-
ing scheme on similar lines. We know, for instance, of

in* i"n
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no garden city, garden suburb or land-development
scheme which gives residents on its estate, by reason
of their residence, a vote for the election of the
directorate.

Apart, moreover, from this more immediately finan-

cial responsibility, it will be further indicated in this

chapter, and illustrated throughout the book, in what
manifold ways the residents, each according to his

capacity, will be called upon to contribute towards
the work involved in the detailed daily administration

of the town. The Board of Directors must not be
pictured as a body exercising control from a loft-^,

isolated height. It will necessarily be the seat of final

authority, and will have its own peculiar work. But
it will also set in operation many other groups of

citizerf for subsidiary purposes, giving help in the

way of initiation, advice and co-ordination.

TheFunc- The duties of the board of a land-
tions of the owning company usually end with decid-
Board.

jjjg ^q whom and upon what terms the
land is to be let, the due enforcement of these terms
and the collection of the rent arising thereunder. The
Directors of New Town, however, will be called upon
to undertake much more onerous and responsible

duties. They will be assisted by conmiittees and
groups of residents, specialists in the varying activities

of the town's life, who will be working constantly for

the concrete expression of the ideals which have
attracted them to New Town. The directors will,

nevertheless, in a very real sense, be the guardians

and trustees of the town's well-being and, as such, con-

stantly faced 'rtdth problems that vitally concern the

health and happiness of every resident.

The civic work which is usually carried on
by a progressive town ouncil, or similar

body, will, for a considerable term of years,

necessarily be undertaken by the Directorate of New
Town. As promoter of most of the public services, it

Public
Services.

:n"/L:.'': fWJ^^LiW^^mmmumims^-WP \'A
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wUJ be responsible for their provision and administra-
tion. These services wiU, in one form or another
provide roads, drainage, water, gas and electric supply'
either separately or in conjunction with national or
county schemes.

But. in addition to these direct services, the Board
will initiate projects covering other services of public
utility and engage in them indirectly, for the most
part through subsidiary companies.^ Among such
services may be cited, for example, the provision and
distribution of an adequate pure food supply, the
undertakmg of agricultural operations, the provision
of houses, certain workshops and factories, public
buildings, the securing of means of transport.
Thus, through the New Town Farming Company the

Board will msure a pure milk supply, and may be
relied upon to see that the quality and price of the
milk and other daxry produce are such as to give to
the consumer advantages not to be equalled by pro-
ducers outside. Further, the Board will seek to Secure
that food produce not grown upon the estate shaU reach
the residents through the medium of the Central Store *

wita a mimmum of handling and carriage, and with
the least possible delay in distribution.

The use >t . ^".*^? "^^* chapter we shaU give some
the Land, description of the work which the Board

1 ^,H ^^^^ "PO" to do in the actual
planning and building of the town. Here it wiU beenoi^h to add that all deaUngs and transactions in
buildings and m property will be carried out exclu-
sively through the Estate Office of New Town. Only invery exceptional cases (such as national requirements

wi^^'f.,?' °!^
u
P^^"^ purposes) wiU any of the

freehold of the site be given up. All land will be let on
leases with conditions as free from hampering terms
as is found to be possible consistently with the develop-
ment of the principles for which New Town stands. It

» Seech, iv. p. 51. » See ch. iv. p. 58.

T:l
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is evident tiiat there must be some measure of control,

to eliminate, for example, the possibility of speculation

in buildings. It must not be allowable for tenants or

lessees to exploit the advantages offered by transferring

these to others at a pe .uniary gain to themselves.

The lease of a site may therefore have to contain proper
provisions to enable the town to obtain repossession

of the site, and possession of the buildings on it, either

after a certain fixed time, or in the event of such
changes as the death of the lessee or the transfer of his

interest. By •'hese or similar arrangements we may
secure, not only any increment of value due to in-

creased amenities, but also that buildings shall be
available in the first place for workers m the town who
need them, and not merely for residents of private

means who may not identify themselves with the life

of the town.
Indirectly, also, the Board will concern

Industries?*
itself with the establishment of certain

Industries—agricultural and manufacturing
—which will be administered by " Subsidiary Com-
panies." 1 Upon the directorate of such companies the
Board will have some representatives, and directly or
indirectly will furnish part of the capital. The Board
will seek to impose no undue restriction or embarrassing
conditions, but will endeavour to use its influence to
secure that the enterprise is managed on lines fitting

in with the general administrative scheme; indeed,
the attitude of the Parent Company, so far from being
of a negative order, will be one of encouragement,
offering facilities and assistance to enterprises able to
place before the Board a scheme bearing the hall-

marks of democratic control, of non-exploitation of

producer or consumer and freedom from individual

aggrandisement. Similar considerations will obtain in

the case of undertakings by Approved Companies.*
In the case of the latter, occasions may arise in which

1 See ch. iv. p. 51. » See ch. iv. p. 52.

'
:C -i *«,,., '-ir,,. -»-"—'
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the directors may feel justified in providing grants-

L:^/i ?' l"^''"^'"'
^°'' experimental*^enterprises of alaudab e character which aim at the solution of some

difficult social. CIVIC or industrial problem. As anotherform of assistance to industry, groups of buildings

industries, fitted with any necessary system of central

Com'^Sl
^^ ^""^ ^""^ P''^'^'*' ^*" ^ provided by the

Traiuport. Another duty of the Board in its admini-
strative capacity will be to inaugurate

supply, control and direct the means of transit ior
passengers, produce or materials from one part of theestate to another, and to link up connections Uthexisting systems, with a view to economy of labTi

rf 1"1.T"'J-
^^^^"ding what methods of trans-port shall be adopted, careful attention .viU be given

'r^eZ^:t^^i:''''' '' ''''''' improvements in

Education. I* is probable that the Board will be
called upon to render a certain amount of

financial aid in the matter of £rf«ca/,on and to^vedirectly and indirectly, considerable adminisXve
visablP fn tj;

^''' ^^' '''^'^^^^'^' that it will bead-visable for the central town school to be a non-

exnlnd'it ''^'"V' Z^''^ ^" ^"*^^ ^ considerable3 f Ir °"u
^""'^^'^Ss on the part of the BoardAnd further, though the major part of the exDei^iure on education will be met. L orcSnari^ by thelocal education authority.' aided by rentral CTantf

ture mvo ved m the carrying out of New Town schemesof education which cannot be met out of puwTc monTesand which will necessitate either the^prSoTof
grants from the Board of Directors or the^Sg of a

* See ch. vi. p. 93.
j^ln^the case of New Town by the county in which the town is
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special educational fund or even the levying of an

additional voluntary rate.

It is not an easy task that the Administrators of

New Town have before them. To them will be en-

trusted the upholding of the ideals which animate the

enterprise, and they will be expected not only to give

in their administration direct expression to these

ideals, but also to be vigilant m securing their expres-

sion in all the activities of New Town. " The set

of the soul decides the goal," and we have confidence

that New Town will command the allegiance of a large

number of mdividuals who, though of many classes and

types, will have this in common, that their souls are

set towards the ideals for which the town stands. The

Directors, backed by citizens of this type, may face

their task of administration, if not free from problems

and difficulties, at least with confidence and with a

sure anticipation of reaching their goal.



CHAPTER III

THE PLANNING AND BUIL^iKG OF NEW TOWN
" What are those Golden Bui >'. 4oing ? "-- i3i,ake.

"Where lies
^^-^^^^^^^"^ ^^P^*^^ '^"^ ^'^"'^' ^' ^^^ time of

the Land?" wntmg. been subscribed for the purchase
of the land for New Town. Meanwhile

several estates have been inspected, but a thoroughly
suitable site has not yet been discovered. The inquiry
is for a compact estate of about 3000 acres of agricul-
tural land, with convenient railway communication,
but not too near a large town. The land should be, if
possible, diversified in elevation and in the nature' of
the soil, and should contain some features of natural
beauty such as water and woodlands provide. The
district in which it lies is not of the first importance,
but, seeing that New Town is meant to be a pioneer
enterprise, we should like to see it established in some
fairly central and accessible spot. When the Pioneer
Trust has raised the necessary money and purchased
the land, it will proceed to the formation of the " Parent
Company," to which the property will be transferred
The New Town Parent Company, in its turn, will set
about the task of raising a larger capital, and will
begin to develop the estate on the general lines laid
down in this book. We should like to assume that,
when this stage is reached, every reader will have a
new personal interest in the scheme, because he will
have helped to provide the necessary funds.

Survevine T^^ ^^^* *^^"^ *° ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ be to

the Land: ^^^^ ^ general detailed survey of the

•1
^^"^ acquired and its neighbourhood.

This will, of course, be done primarily in order to
^ 33
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learn its physical features, involving act contour-

ing, noting of all variations of soil or rock, special

features of natural interest or beauty, and the

varieties of raw material to be found. The survey

would also take account of the situation of the land

with respect to the surrounding districts, examining

the lines of communication and considering how they

could best be developed or extended. It would note

particularly the existing buildings on the estate, with

a view to their future use and their relation to new

buildings. It would mark those special features of

natural interest and beauty which should be preserved

unharmed by the development of the town. And the

survey should be also a human and historical one.

What has been the social and industrial history of the

neighbourhood? What folk are aheady living on the

land, and what work are they doing ? If it contains an

existing village, its interests and traditions should be

known and, as far as possible, preserved. New Town
is not to come down out of the heavens, ready-made,

but is to be built up on earth, and because it is to be

new, and young and vigorous, it cannot afford to

neglect any help and inspiration from the past which

come to it with the land upon which ii is to stand.

When 1-he survey is made, the planning of the out-

Unes of the future town can begin. And here we should

hke to call attention again to the two special features

which simplify our task of making a healthy and

happy community. In the first place, we are planning,

not a town that is all streets and houses, but a town

set in its own frame of countryside. We are planning

for the best use of every square yard of the estate,

whether it is to bear a brick wall or a potato crop.

And, in the second place, it must be remembered that

we are free from the enormous difficulties which older

towns have to face in their re-planning schemes, the

difficulties which arise from the existence of high land

values, ground landlords, and vested interests of all

^mr^. f^^'^^rrm^ m w^M
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sorts. We have all the land in our own possession
held in trust for the benefit of the future community!
These two advantages ensure the possibility of the
health and comfortable arrangement of the town
being secured without enormous expenditure; it is
knowledge and skill that are necessary. Moderri town-
planning has already become a science in this country.
There are many examples of schemes for suburbs,
villages or towns in existence, some on paper, some
partly and some completely carried out. Quite a little
library of books on the subject may be consulted. It
will be the aim of New Town to take full advantage of
this body of thought and experiment, and to obtain
the services of engineers, surveyors and architects
who are fully skilled in such work. In particular, the
way in which Letchworth was planned and has de-
veloped will be closely studied and some useful lessons
learnt thereby.

The Heart of •
^^^ ^^^^ important question to be de-

the Town. *^^^^^' ^^^er the facts about the estate are
thoroughly known, will relate to the position

of the urban area—that part of the site which will
contam the bulk of the dwellings and other buildings
This should be somewhere "'f-.U within the borders of
the estate, though not ne Uy quite central. Its
exact position wiU be de. ned by a variety of
factors, such as elevation (involving questions of
drainage and water supply), nature of soil and subsoil
distribution of existing roads and railways, the presence
of a village or other existing nucleus; and aesthetic
considerations regarding the general appearance of the
town when built must be given due weight from the
beginning. We must not think of this urban area as a
congested one. The houses will all have their gardens
of different sizes, and playing-fields and park will be
found within this area. It will contain also, at some
focal spot, a civic centre, round about which will be
found eventually the buildings erected for common

^53l^^^^5^
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civic purposes—School, Town Hall, Market and Store,

Guest House and others. Many of the industrial build-

ings (especially if coal is to be used) may be grouped
together in one area served by railway sidings and
other facilities.

Outlining When the urban area has thus been
the Town chosen, our planners would proceed to lay
Plan. Q^^ tentatively the chief roads, tha' would
carry the main traffic in various directions. l..en they
would sketch in, even more tentatively, the narrower

cross-roads, keeping in mind the need to avoid awk-
ward inclines and corners, and picturing the aspects

of the roads dn they mentally travel along them. At
the same time, the lines of the water-mains and sewers

would be worked out, and suitable sites earmarked
for pumping or power itations, sewage works, reservoir

and cemetery. Meanwhile, the agricultural advisers

would be called in and asked to suggest the best land

to be reserved for small holdings and allotments. So
by degrees the town plan would begin to take shape

many suggestions combining to improve upon some
first attempt or individual plan. And as from a con-

sideration of roads, with their variety, use and con-

struction, we come down to think of the buildings

which will flank them, the business of the surveyor,

tne town-planner and the architect will begin to merge
in one. And each must bear in mind, not only the need

of co-operating with his brother professionals, but

also the fact that they are all alike the servants of the

community, whose authority and direction must be

acknov/ledged. At first, this will mean that the New
Town directors, as trustees for the future inhabitants,

will lay down certain general principles which they

regard as essential for the fullness of physical, family

and social life in the town. We urge that, as the town
grows, the inhabitants themselves should always be

fully consulted on points of development and policy.

Only so can we hope to sec a strong sense of common

l^'m:\W^
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ownership and responsibility grow up and remainvigorous; and much will depend upon fhe strengS ofthe CIVIC patnotism of New Town. But at first as wesay certam regulative principles must be la d do^by the Parent Company. For physical health, ?he^
Tl ^\"^i^ssary the hmitation of the number ofhouses to the acre, and the plentiful supply of airwater and sanitary fittings to every house as well asprovision of gardens, allotments.^ playgrounds andopen spaces. For proper arrangements of thTinterrorof each house to give a full chance for a real famiWhfe. suggestions are made in Chapter VII • in J'^Z
^TX^^^r'l ^'°^^f Y^'

' predominLn^^^^^^^^^^^
1 or a full and rich social life something also can bedone by the town-planner and architect^ not only inthe provision of central buildings and local meeting^
places, but also by the very grouping of houses fnparticular, we propose that houses of different sizesand rents should not be separated into (hSt dTs^

T\'a PfPft^^ting class distinctions, but that theyshould be freely mingled all over the town in anattempt to foster a spirit of neighbourl^ess andcommon interest. The architects would be expectedto take every advantage of the features of the sUe for

restful and harmomous to the eye. As a rule each
architect, or group of architects, would be asked todesign some set of buildings-a square, a " green " ablock of cottages, or even a street. As the town centre

srulXe^etu^r'ed.^
"^"^ ^^^^ ^' ^--^ -^^

The Soul of ,. ^l
^^' ^^^" ported out that the planning

the City. °* ^ town may be considered as a science

To,-^ A
^^^^^ proper lines for future developmentaid down with some measure of exactness. But^whenthe town IS bmlt, it will not appear, in all ways Ifterthe fashion its founders designed, and it Jn^expres'far more than they consciously aimed at. Everv dty
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expresses its soul in its outward aspect ; its character

is determined partly by the spirit and interests of the

age in which it rose and partly by the special charac-

teristics and occupations of its citizens. Town-planning,

in some form or other, has been practised in almost

every age. We call to mind the varying designs of

cities, the camp-square town of the Romans, the

walled city with its narrow streets, the mercantile

cities of the Hansa League, the crescents and terraces

of the Georgian towns of leisure and fashion, and the

modern American chess-board city. A walk through

each would tell us much about the lives of those who
built them. New Town will be English, a town mostly

composed of English-looking cottages and houses,

built each for one family. It will be set in a particular

district of England and"will, no doubt, be built chiefly

of the materials most easily obtained there. Its style

of architecture will have much in common with other

twentieth-century English building. But on top of all

this it will have a style and character of its own, which

cannot v.'ell be foretold. It may depend partly on the

genius of some architect whose work will dominate

the town, but it will also depend on the degree of public

spirit and common ideals of those who come to live in

it. The future citizens will demand and provide many
things which we do not expect, and take any plan of

ours and turn it to an unexpected conclusion. There

must always be left, therefore, some room for elasticity

and modification in the course of the work. We may
make some guess at the special spiritual features of

New Town. The average nineteenth-century English

town, in its ugliness, squalor and monotony, seems to

express little but the inhuman callousness of a general

scram.ble for wealth, in which the few succeed and the

many are oppressed. New Town will express some-

thing different. It will at all events show, in some

outward ways, that it was a new beginning made with

high hope in the days that came after the Great War.

r/'n ^P
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And if we arc at all successful in making the spirit of
association in mutual servi'c a formative influence in
our town, that also will produce its corresponding
outward expression in the very appearance of the
place. Sincerity in following out our principles will
issue in beauty in our town. A real civic enthusiasm,
with a religious basis, has often impelled cities to under-
take some monumental work, which has enriched the
whole world. Will our town councils ever begin to
pass resolutions like that which ordered the building
of the Cathedral of Florence: " We order Amolfo,
Head Master of our commune, to make a design for the
renovation of Santa Reparata in a style of magnifi-
cence which neither the industry nor the power of
man can surpass," so that the result " may correspond
with that noblest sort of heart which is composed of
the united will of many citizens." We cannot say
whether the joy of life in our New Town will blossom
out m such a way into a central flower. It may perhaps
rather be that the joy will be diffused throughout all the
town, in which every vista will be pleasant to the eye,
and every inhabitant will delight to add some touch,
in garden or house-front, to enhance the beauty of the
whole.

Rate of
-^^^ ^^^^ °^ development of New Town

Growth. ^^^ depend on several factors. It may be
retarded by a difficulty in obtaining suffi-

cient capital. There is also much uncertainty at pre-
sent as to what conditions will govern the supply of
building material after peace is signed, and as to the
extent and availability of State financial aid to housing
schemes. New Town will press for the full amount of
assistance that may be given, either to local authorities
or " public utility societies," in order to overcome the
great and special difficulties of the times. It may well
be, however, that such assistance will not be granted
unless the directors can show that there is a very
definite demand for the immediate provision of houses

4k r:^M^dJL:i^.m
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for a particular body of workers. This suggests the

importance of trjring to make the earliest possible

arrangement with any persons or groups ready to

start industries in the town. In any case the develop-

ment of the estate will not be begun on an ambitious

scale. It is not likely that the expensive method will

be followed, by which the building starts on many outer

portions of the urban area, advancing by degrees

towards the centre. The frontages to existing roads

will provide the earUest building sites, and other roads,

as far as possible, will be constructed in short lengths

as required, thus not only securing greater economy,

but also making the town more pleasing in appearance

during its first stages. New Town will not be in the

position of the ordinary land-development company
which has to attract lessees or purchasers by offering

a great variety of sites. Tentative efforts have been

made to form some estimate of the money required,

say, to develop such an estate until five hundred houses

have been built, but the difficulties due to an unde-

termined site and unknown cost of material make any

such estimate almost valueless at this stage. We may
be certain, however, that the development of the town
will demand some hundreds of thousands of pounds.

How wui The contract system under which houses

Newtown are built on most estates is unsatisfactory
be built? in many ways, and is not in keeping with

New Town principles. It provides an exvample of that
" production for profit " which we wish tc discounten-

ance. It is not ultimately economic, especially if many
small contractors are employed, for neither labour nor

material can be used to the best advantage. It has

proved demoraUsing both to master and man, pro-

ducing the " jerry-builder " and the scamping of

work. An estate in which the houses have been thus

provided is bound to exhibit a lack of harmony and

of a common high standard of work. Attempts at

control have been made by means of building regula-

'T^^^^^S^^^i'viSclE^S! 5!W -•£»^!&Mi£iamildSi:f^m
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tions. deposit of plans and restrictive covenants, re-
quiring the appointment of inspectors to see to their
enforcement. Those who know anything about estate
development know how completely such attempts
have failed. The spirit of civic dignity and harmony
cannot be caught that way.
We propose, therefore, that the governing body of

New Town shall take advantage of the fact that they
are th( r own landlords, and become their own builders
also, xhe advantages of this course are plain to see.
It will give control without the need for those elaborate
regulations and restrictions to which we have just
referred, while the directors would try to avoid a
cramping uniformity, and to n;eet the reasonable
desires of tenants both of dwellings and of business
premises. It will make possible those economies in the
purchase and use of material which only a large estab-
lishment can achieve. It will allow the formation of a
big staff of skilled workers of all kinds, with regular
employment. But the Building or V/orks Departmeni

,

which will be organised (possibly in the form of a
Subsidiary Company") to carry on all the construc-

tional work of the Company from the start, will aim at
a still higher form of efficiency. The principles involved
cannot be fully stated without anticipating the argu-
ment of our next chapter. To build itself will for years
be one of the chief industrial activities of New Town
and New Town principles should find full expression
therein. In brief, it may be said that, with the highest
standard of work as an aim, al' the workers employedm the department wiU be trained to consider them-
selves as craftsmen co-operating for a worthy social
end, arranging most of the conditions of their own
work and responsible for its efficiency and sincerity.
The best leaders and foremen will be sought out in
order to give a good start, and by degrees we hope to
see evolved something like a true Guild of Builders,
self-organised, to suit the conditions of to-day. Any

.'b8»:-^F.^^^-3T^>«BW0»5i'^^7r;T^
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architects, draughtsmen or assistants engaged in the

department would, of course, be members of the Guild.

Suggestions and plans from outside sources would
always be sought and welcomed, in order to avoid the

possible danger of a deadening uniformity. Every
worker would be well paid, and encouraged to

take a pride and interest in all sides of the building

work. The cheapness and carefulness which the com-
petitive contract system is supposed to ensure (it does
not always do so!) would be better obtained ttirough

this personal interest, in conjunction with a proper
system of purchasing, accounting and costing, and skil-

ful and far-seeing management. So we may hope
to establish a new tradition in building, or shall we
rather say, revive an old one? And the result that

always follows sincerity and co-operation in such work,
would appear, without fail, in harmonious beauty in

the asper* -^f the houses and of the town. There is no
reason why our towns in the coming days should not
be as beautiful in their way as any of the towns of

the past. If the builders of New Town are called upon
to use not only hands, but h'^ad also and heai t, in all

their common work, will n .t the buildings in New
Town themselves reflect something of the richness of

the common life ?

m .iKa,7,7.:2j.T-»»r7,»g T^WS^^^m?^!^^^ ,^.dx



CHAPTER IV

NEW TOWN INDUSTRY

" Men will gladly labour if they feel thut their labour conspires with
that of all other workers for the general good."—" JE."

It is not the planning and building of houses that will
make a really New Town, but the right ordering of the
occupations and relationships of its inhabitants. Our
interests, our incomes, our habits, the scope of our
lives, depend very largely on the nature of our daily
work. It is of fundamental importance, therefore,
that " New Town Industry " should be launched on
lines as right in principle and method as our foresight
can make them. We believe that, given the right spirit,
it is possible by a new enterprise of this sort, in in-
dustry as in other matters, so to prepare the ground
that rapid growth in the ri^ht direction may be
expected.

The present .
^^^ confusion -and cruelty of our present

Industrial industrial system is due at bottom to the

fte rSuI^ ^'^''^ ^^^\ ^^ ^^s exalted the acquisitive and
atitive motives in life, and given a low

place to service and creativeness. The daily work
of men is generally determined for them, not be-
cause of its usefulness or the joy that is in it, but
because other men exploit their labour to make a
profit, and society has provided no alternative means
of life. Profit-making has become an object of worship,
and the cult has spread naturally from the world of
industry to those of education, literature and art.

And what have been the results? Ugliness, insin-
cerity in work, degradation of the human form and of

43
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the human character, men using each other for their

own ends (which is slavery), class distinctions and

class warfare, the disease of riches-and-poverty. Such

is the legacy bequeath' d to us by a few generations

using, in the service of Mammon, all the resources

that science and intellect have won for man. Such is

to-day the general character of our system of industry,

in spite of the efforts of numberless men and women
to prese.ve the highest standard of conduct within it,

and to mitigate the evils and suffering it has caused.

The protest against the system and its spirit has long

been ringing out from the lips of all clear and prophetic

thinkers, and indeed the system itself is breaking

down and changing in many ways before our very

eyes.

If a wrong outlook and an encouragement of wrong

motives can thus work out so quickly and so clearly to

evil results, is not the converse also true ? If, while we
are building a New Town, we can at the same time

prepare conditions that shall encourage self-expression

in mutual service as the basis of its industry, is it not

likely that in the course of comparatively few years

unexpectedly wide and happy results may follow?

Such is our hope. We feel that the change in the

system, which all of us long for, is already started—in

the minds of men—and that the time is ripe for those

who wish to hasten it to join together and provide

examples of the happier ways of work, without wait-

ing for more general change by way of legislation or

revolution.

New Town ^^°"^ *^^ ^*^^*' *^^"' " '^^^ Town
liSustryr" Industry " repudiates the making of profits

The Test as a desirable or necessary basis or incen-
Principle. ^-^^ ^^^ work. A limited interest on invested

capital will be provided for, but no division of profits

allowed among promoters or shareholders. We deny

also the right of any man to use a brother-nian purely

for his own ends, whatever the price he may pay.

TTTSffl" ^^^i&m
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The test that will be applied to any business or
industry wishing for a place in New Town is to be
found in the question: "Does it tend to enrich the
hves of all associated with it, whether as producers c.i

consumers? " This is a very searching inquiry, and a
study of its implications will give some idea of the
demands to be made on those who will organise the
mdustrial life of New Town. It means that we must
approach the question from the point of view of the
real needs of society and of the individual worker,
and not from a consideration of the interests of
individual owner or shareholder.

Arplication Let US take first of all the standpoint of

dw«'
**'**" *^^ workers in the industry. The test ques-

tion can only receive a ifully satisfactory
answer if for each one of them his work can truly be
described as a vocation. Ultimately the true vocation
of every man and woman must be some form of the
service of God and Man. The infrequency of the appli-
cation of such an idea to the choice of daily work is a
measure of the lengtli of the road we have yet to
travel. There are three main types of human activity
in this service, and in the fullest life each of them
should find some place, though the predominance of
each of them determines in turn three main types of
workers.

First of all there is the supply of the necessities of
an abundant life for our fellows, the production and dis-
tribution of food, clothing, shelter, transport, furniture,
books and the like. In such activity the worker finds
his chief content in the knowledge of his undoubted
usefulness to the community, as member of a group
of producers, interested in the process of manufacture
and its results, and in the organisation and social life
of his group. This motive of social service, intensified,
produces also the reformer, finding his vocation in
seeking to remove some burden from mankind, as well
as the civil servant, doctor, nurse, parson, policeman

M^.
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and administrator. Secondly, there is the more in-

dividual creative activit3^ in the production of some

new form of beauty for the glory of God and the joy

of our fellows. Some opportunity for this should be

within the reach of all, and from every home spring

the artist, poet, craftsman or musician. Thirdly, there

is the more directly intellectual activity, the explora-

tion of the Universe, of the mind of God, ard the

report of our discoveries to our fellows. An emphasis

on this side gives us the scientist and the philosopher.

All these three sides of human activity need to be more

closely linked together, so that the producer may have

more aesthetic and intellectual interest in his work,

the artist shall not become self-centred, nor the philo-

sopher be allowed to lose himself in a world of

abstractions.

Our first conclusion from our initial principle is,

then, that every man engaged in " New Town Indus-

try " must be able to find in his work a call to service.

And further, his daily work must aid and not prevent

the all-round development of the man. Industries

that provide vocations are making men as well as

things. We may here point out, incidentally, that one

result of the methods proposed for New Town educa-

tion will be that citizens will be led more naturally

than at present to find their true vocations.

We reach a second conclusion from a consideration

of the fact that every producer is a consumer also.

A huge amount of the industrial unrest which surges

around us is due to an outraging of the sense of

elementary justice so strongly fixed in the heart of

man. He must prot st when he sees armies of sterUng

workers drawing a mi^ierably inadequate weekly \yage,

and on the other hand social parasites receiving

princely incomes. " Enrichment of Ufe " demands that

every one engaged in useful work should be assured

the power of obtaining the things necessary for a ful"

and healthy life. This demand we cannot satisfy fully
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at once and it may take long before the principle of
to each according to his needs " is thoroughly applied

Meanwhile it implies, at the very least, so long as we
talk m terms of " wages." an adequate wage for every
worker. Some standard wiU be set by the town forwork under its own direct control, and every industrym the town will be expected to follow this example
The mere insistence on such rates of wages does not'
of course go more than a very small way toward^
solvang the problem of the just method of providing
for the support of industrial workers. Further thoughtand experiment in this matter will be necessary withinNew Town as well as outside it; we hope to encourage
the growth of the right spirit-the " family "

spirit
extended to mdustry-and to make the town a groundwhere firms and companies and unions will find it
natural to lead the way in experimenting with various
forms of co-operation and co-partnership, of guild
orgamsation, (whereby the worker is supported bythe whole unified industry), and of other means
towards abohshmg the distinctions of wage and salaryand equahsmg the opportunities for fullness of hfe f^
workers of every class.

Application In the next place let us consider what is

ISmer.'^""" J^P"^^ '\ ^^' .^^"^and for enrichment of
life from the point of view of the consumer

or, let us rather say, of the community generally Itmeans in the first place, that only thos? things shall
be made which are of real utihty. It means in the
second place, that they shall be of the highest standardm quality, workmanship and design. It means effi-
ciency m organising production and distribution Itmeans that each New Town, as a whole, must give to
the worid more than it consumes. It has ateady been
explained that the proposed town does not aim atbecoming self-contained, meeting its own needs and
consuming its own products; this would hardly be
possible, even if desirable. But the strong emphasis we
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place on production for use, and not for profit, as well

as the recognition of the way in which so much that is

valuable in civilisation has grown out of the elementary

tasks of providing food, shelter and clothing, suggests

that an attempt should be made to have these funda-

mental occupations all well represented in the town.

This would tend to give stabihty, as weU as breadth

of interest, and it would be natural for the first market

to be found in the town itself. It would also be desir-

able to develop in the town any industry for which the

locality was specially suitable, either because of the

existence of some particular raw material in the neigh-

bourhood, or because it was a staple industry of the

district. Further suggestions on this subject will be

found to arise from the discussion of agriculture in

Chapter V.
Our leading conception of industry as a

Associatim f^^j^ ^f service for the enrichment of human
in ustry.

^^^^ brings US naturally to the idea of asso-

ciation in industry. For we are interlinked in a thou-

sand ways, and cannot give service except mutually

and by purposeful co-operation. " We are members

one of another," and the main task of to-day is to

work out forms for the expression of this truth—in

domestic life, industrial group, neighbourhood centre,

city, nation, or league of nations. And, naturally, the

whole of our New Town enterprise will largely be a

development of this theme. In this chapter we are

concerned with its application to industrial life.

We recognise that the governing body of New Town
will not have the sole voice in determining conditions of

production and distribution within its borders. The
same problems that face a local community or a single

industry are being faced also by the nation, and, apart

altogether from the special control of war-time, the

growing sense of national responsibility is reflected in

the increasing taxation of wealth, especially when " un-

earned," and such plans as those contained in the

k
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Whitley Reports, and the Trade Boards Act. Where
statutory powers are given in such matters, the com-
munity of New Town will endeavour to carry them out
to the full, and, in addition, will seek to be a step or two
ahead and even able to show a path for right national
action.

Then again, the rate and direction of advance towards
a more humane system of industry will depend very
greatly upon the action of the voluntary groups of
workers, represented by the trades unions, with their
local branches and council. There is a ferment of life

and movement in " the world of labour " to-day,
forecasting, we beheve, great advances towards the free-
dom of self-determination. The New Town directorate
will seek to obtain the confidence and assistance of
the workers' associations in the town, and to give their
council real responsibility and status.

This will be the easier because the businesses and
industries of the town will, from the start, be asked
to apply the guiding principle of " an enrichment of
life '' to the determination of the rights and duties of
the individual as a member of the industrial group.
There will be no enterprises run in a purely autocratic
way by " masters," however kindly disposed. In
every busine'='s each worker will be given some responsi-
bihty, direct or inxiirect, in the management, in the
determination of conditions of work, and in the disposal
of surplus. He will be given an " interest " in the busi-
ness, in a wider sense than usual, and this will lead to
a more whole-hearted apphcation of brains and skill

to the improvement of the product and of the methods
and organisation of the business.

Experience shows that the change to a democratic
control of an industry cannot be made suddenly and
completely without much risk. But every industry
and business should consciously aim at the completest
co-operation and move progressively towards it

There are many matters, such as those relating to

nmHBn
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hours of labour, selection of foremen, workshop con-

ditions, even rates of pay, which might at once be

dealt with through appropriate bodies by the workers

concerned ; and in the category of workers the manag-

ing director and the office lad will alike be included.

But in the general organisation, management and

development of the industry there may be need for

leadf^irship and skilled direction which, owing to the

limited experience and education of most of us, a

management by committees, with unlimited discus-

sion, cannot always give. We all need further education

into that sensitive stage of democracy which will be

able to recognise and develop true leaders and submit

itself to their direction. Here again we make appeal

to the hopes that rise from the interaction of our New
Town education with our New Town industry, fore-

seeing that the second or third generation of New Town
Citizens may be ready for more complete forms of co-

operation than we fcan attain. In this matter, as in

others, the aim of the promoters will be to try to

secure that e-uh industry is started in the right spirit,

and to leave iS wide an opportunity as possible for

experiment and variety of machinery, subject to the

acceptance of certain general principles. Around this

question of a share of control in industry (which means

more to the man behind the tool than any increase of

wage or of leisure) much of the thought and struggle in

the industrial world in the near future will centre, and

we desire New Town to be a field of fruitful experiment

in this fundamentally important matter.

Another way in which the claims of association in

industry will be recognised is to be found in the right,

which the town will claim, to exercise a limited measure

of control over each business, and to receive a propor-

tion of its " surplus " production. Just as the State

makes its own claims, so will the city, for the common
good, and as a recognition of the fact of the general

association of the whole of the town in a common
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effort to satisfy common needs, and an acknowledg-
ment that the community is always a necessary
partner in all production.

The Parent ^^^^S thus examined the principles

Company, ^hich were implicit in the outlook on in-
dustrial life with which we started, it is

now necessary to sketch out, in brief, the methods by
which It is proposed to apply and to safeguard them.
In the first place, it has been evident, through all our
discussion, that we have had in mind that from the
beginning there must be a central body which must
regard itself as the trustee of New Town ideals on
behalf of the future community. This body will start
in the form of the directorate of the Parent Company
whose main business will be the foundation and equip^
ment of the town. In Chapter II. it is indicated howm course of time this body will become more and more
definitely represfM.tative of the growing community.
Its responsibilities will be very great, because ulti-
mately the only safeguard of those human standards
which we profess will be found in the loyalty to ideals
and the clearness of vision of these men and women,
supported by those who will come to be associated
with the venture. Theoretically there might be advan-
tages in the Parent Company managing all the indus-
try of the town, through departmental committees, in
one huge co-operative concern. But there are many
nsks and difficulties attached to such a plan, and we
propose, therefore, without limiting the expansion in
that direction, other methods which will avoid over-
centraUsation, spread responsibility and interest, and
give more scope to the initiative of individuals and of
groups. We propose, in the first place, that the Parent
Company shall initiate and, in a sense, function through

Subsidiary
semi-independent bodies, which we term

Companies, ^^osidtary Companies. Any industry or
service which was thought necessary or

desirable for the community could be entrusted to one

!'.« ttm 1 a» UWrg'^P' Ol:-
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of these companies. The Parent Company would have

the right to appoint at least one-third of the Board of

Directors, and might also subscribe capital. The Parent

Company, which must necessarily be eager to apply

its own principles to its own services, may well find an

opportunity, in these subsidiary companies, to experi-

ment in various schemes of management and organi-

sation. The leading example of a subsidiary company

will be found described in more detail in the chapter

on agriculture.

But besides these enterprises directly

Approved initiated by the parent body, a warm wel-
Companies.

^^^^ ^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ individuals or

groups sympathising with the aims of New Town and

wishing to set up a business or trade within its borders.

Companies so formed may for convenience be labelled

as Approved Companies. This welcome will be a warm

one, because we wish to attract to the town men and

women of organising and executive capacity who

desire to apply their idealism more directly to their

daily work than they can usually do in conmiercial

or manufacturing circles. We would give as warm a

welcome to workers who wished to develop schemes

of direct production by groups or unions. As much

freedom as possible would be given to all such appli-

cants coming to us, but the freedom must necessarily

Control be a chartered one. The control of the

by Parent trustees for New Town over both subsidiary

Company, ^jj^ approved companies it is proposed to

exercise in three ways: (i) The constitution of each

company will need to be approved by the Parent Com-

pany before lease of a site is granted. (2) The Parent

Company, through its audit department, will have the

right to a confidential inspection of the books of every

company, or of an individual employing five or more

persons. (3) The disposal of the surplus remaining in

the hands of a company after all usual and legitimate

charges have been met, including a limited interest

^m ^^ nan
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on capital, will be restricted to certain objects to be
agreed upon.
A portion of this " profit " will, as we have already

seen, be payable to the Parent Company for civic
development, and the remainder must be devoted by
the Company, in such proportions as it may think fit,
to such objects as the raising of wages, the improve'
ment of conditions of employment, the establishment
of a closer identification of interest between the Com-
pany and its workers, a reduction in price to the con-
sumer, educational or charitable purposes, and the
creation of a fund for the redemption of interest-
beanng capital. In a similar way the Parent Com-
pany Itself will DC limited, in allocating its surplus,
to such objects as mentioned above, and others
aiming at the general benefit of the town, or the pro-
motion of other undertakings conducted on similar
pnnciples.

The second and third methods by which the Parent
Company, on behalf of the New Town community
will keep some measure of control, are self-explanatory
and need not detain us. But the first is more impor-
tant, for the way in which it is carried out will deter-
nime what industrial enterprises shall find a footing in
the town. In this matter of the approval of the con-
stitution of proposed industries the directors of the
Parent Company will need much wisdom, on the one
hand not to make any conditions that would be too
n^d or uniform, and on the other hand not to admit
industries whose promoters are not really m sympathv
with New Town ideals. j f

j

The Small There is one class of industry which by

W^h^p! ilj7 "^*^^!',if
^^^^,.*° be specially

adapted to meet the conditions laid down.
This is the small handicraft industry, of simple organi-
sation, and needing Httle or no machinery. These smaU
workshops, producing artists and craftsmen of inde-
pendence and originality, we therefore hope to see as a
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staple and ever-increasing part of New Town industry.

In connection with our proposals for education, for

agriculture, for women's work, a place is demanded
for such handicraft activities, and this is perhaps only

natural, since it is in such workshops that we find most

certainly the joy and freedom of self-expression in

daily work, beauty in the product, and fully developed

character in the worker.

We must enter a protest against that common school

of thought which sees the only hope of national salva-

tion after the war in an immense increase of produc-

tivity, and can imagine no other way of attaining this

than through the increase of subdivision of labour,

the setting up of larger and larger factories, with units

repeated to an indefinite extent, with " scientific

management " called in to standardise even the men
and women employed, and " welfare management

"

invoked in order to make them into more healthy and
efficient wealth-prodiicers. The future prosperity and
happiness of England depends, we believe, as much
upon the quality as upon the quantity of her

production.

This does not mean that we would reject
Machinery,

^j^^ j^^jp ^^ machinery, or of the organisa-

tion of larger-scale industries. We do not believe that

the active mind of man has produced so many labour-

saving devices only to discard them again. But we do
seek to prevent the machine from becoming the

master of man instead of his servant, an instrument

of oppression instead of a weapon of freedom. We wish,

in this matter, to do something to reverse that para-

doxical " progress " of the nineteenth century by
which the machine invented to lessen drudgery and
increase freedom was used to multiply drudgery a

thousand-fold and introduce new forms of slavery.

The principles already laid down will help us in this

direction. Although each man may not be able to feel

the joy of the craftsman who fashions the whole of an
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object, yet he will find some joy and satisfaction in
knowing himself a self-respecting and fully recognised
member of a body engaged in a worthy and useful
work for the service of men. He will find interest in
his share in tl e general management and control of
the group. The industry will be further asked to see
that he is given an insight into all its processes, that
he is not compelled to confine himself indefinitely to a
purely mechanical activity, that his work and training
are made as varied as possible, and that he is thereby
given the chance of advancing to a position of greater
responsibility and interest. The community, too, will

endeavour to give him opportunities of a choice of
work, until his right place is found; and it will provide
him with many openings for free self-expression in his
" leisure " hours, as a foil to which a certain amount
of mechanical work seems welcome to some. Dull,
dirty or mechanical work will long remain, though the
rightful introduction of more machinery may in itself

abolish much of it. Possibly the sense of commu-
nity in our town may even make us the pioneers
of that time when this disagreeable work will be
voluntarily shared as a form of civic or national
service.

These considerations will show that we recognise
the very real, though neglected, problem involved in
the determination of the social use and control of
machinery, and that, without snatching at a prema-
ture formula, we seek to contribute thought a^^'^

experiment towards its solution.

Efficiency
^^^ *^^^ °^ conditions and restrictions

may have suggested to the reader th^^

question whether any one will want to tart industries
in such a place ! We most confidently expect so. The
refusal to permit profit-making, and the probable
absence of very large salaries among the citizens, will

automatically act as a selective agency, determining to
some extent the type of men and of business Ukely to
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come in or to keep at a distance. It remains to be seen

whether any existing enterprises will accept the con-

ditions and move to New Town, or whether all its

industries will have to be built up f om within. But it

is not only a few scattered idealists and dreamers who
will answer our invitation ; indeed we have a dread of

the enthusiast of limited vision and unlimited volu-

bility—let him keep far from our counsels! The prin-

ciples we advocate are already very widely accepted,

and there are thousands of sober, capable men and
women who have long been eager for the chance of

joining an enterprise like ours. We invite those who
are already struggling to apply humane ideals in the

management of their business, to bring their works

into New Town. The conditions we lay down are not

arbitrarily restrictive; they are rather, in our view,

the necessary conditions for progress and efficiency.

Although we have already, in passing, indicated the

importance we attach to efficiency, yet, in view of the

common suspicion of impracticability ana faddism

attaching to new schemes, we would like to develop

this point a little further. New Town, by starting in a

new place, free from the limitations and discomforts of

already over-crowded towns, is able to offer to manu-
facturers in many ways the finest possible external

conditions for the prosecution of industry on the most

efficient and well-equipped lines. And, as regards the

internal conditions on which we insist, it will be found

that the same demands for a more humane standard and

for new relationships between employer^? and workers

have already been most vigorously made by keen

business men, on both sides of the Atlantic, as being

vitally necessary if manufacturing efficiency is to be

maintained or developed. Crude industrial competi-

tion is to-day discredited even by i.s devotees of

yesterday. We hold also that in a similar way, crude

competition between man ai. man for a chance to

work, or for an advanced position, is not the means to
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Standard of

Production.

the highest efficiency. The development of a real
interest in the work, and in its management, with the
" emulation " as described in Chapter VI., encouraged
by a periodic review of results; and the stimulation
of the sense of fellowship in service that the very
absence of the merely financial incentive will tend to
foster—these things will bring a truer efficiency in the
long run, even though some mistakes and failures
may mark the road.

We believe further that, without making
a large production the primary aim, the
methods we propose will have the effect of

stimulating production, because of the general diffu-
sion of interest and pleasure in work. But, more im-
portant still, we believe that the effect will be shown
in a uniformly high standard of quality in all the pro-
duction. The founders of New Town will endeavour
from the beginning to achieve the highest standard in
all work undertaken, calUng in the advice of the most
competent counsellors in every department. And they
will demand the highest standard for all goods made in
New Town; this will not only help in assuring them
a market, even though their cost of production in some
cases may be high, but will also mean that the message
of New Town and " New Town Industry " will be
carried all over the world, stamped in the very fabric
of its products.

Distribution .
^^^ ^^^* ®*^S^ °^ production is distribu-

'tion, and in arranging for the distribution
of the necessities of life to the people of New Town we
wish to keep in mind the principles already laid down.
These involve efficiency and avoidance of waste in
order to lead to enrichment of life, no exploitation of
individuals, distribution for use and not for profit, and
arrangement of all services for the greatest common
good. We have come to the conclusion that these
principles will be most satisfactorily carried out by a
refusal to admit into New Town the private shop
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or the multiple store, and by the organisation of the

The Central distribution of good hrough one Central
Store and its Store, in the name ihil under the control
Function*, of the people of the city. This Central Store

would, of course, develop d» :)-L:tments and local

branches as the town grew, su ici^nt to provide for

all reasonable needs. In form it w<> =ld be a co-opera-

tive society, in which all hou«eh' 'ers in the town
would naturally come to be inc uHc a. is members. Its

of a committee
es would there-

al management
' a spjcial voire

i thn, iploy-

beyond
^'•iety in

lowing a
v 'Ung money

J'

o

management would be in ti

elected by the members. Its ih

fore already have a share in t .e ^(i^<

as members, but should also b< ilU)\ »

in matters aifecting the conditions ^

ment. We should hope to find '
'• sf^ri ^

.,

the practice of the ordinary : )-op> ra

the matter of the disposal of ts su i

keen sense of local patriotism, a.id fit ci>

for educational ends and for the improvement of the

town. The efficiency of the store would be maintained
by the continual pressure of public opinion. There
would also riot be an entire absence of competition, for

no doubt outside trading firms would send their vans
into the town or invite purchases by post; but we
should expect the spirit of loyalty among the New
Townsmen to be so strong that their own products

and their own store would always be given the first

place.

In some respects, however, the functions of this

central body will differ from and go beyond those of

the more usual co-operative undertaking. For it will

also provide a central general market for the produc-
tions of the town and its agricultural girdle. Not only

would it buy, in the usual way of business, stocks of

useful goods made in New Town, but it might also

exhibit and encourage the purchase of other articles

from New Town workshops, for which there was no
regular demand. Further still, it might develop a
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general selling agency for the productions of the town
which could not be absorbed locally. This is suggested
particularly in the case of agricultural products. It
would be necessary to organise, in connection with the
Central Store, a collecting and grading agency, which
would arrange to collect produce continuously at a
fair price, retain for the town use what was needed and
market the balance in the best available way. Thus
local producers and consumers would be kept in touch
and supply adjusted to demand. It will readily be
seen also that the information at the disposal of the
Central Store will be of the greatest value in guiding
new-comers with information as to openings in parti-
cular lines of production, and helping established
businesses to develop in the directions most socially
useful. In the same way it would provide the natural
centre for a clearing house for employment and a
general advisory bureau. Those many articles which
the store could not purchase from the immediate New
Town circle would be obtained, so far as possible,
from productive concerns which are run on principles
that are most closely allied to our own. Certain out-
side enterprises, in this and other ways, might become
closely allied to New Town, even though they were
not able to place their works within her borders.
The outline we have now given of the industrial side

of our proposal is necessarily confined largely to general
principles and sketches of method. We recognise that
applications will not always be easy, and we admit that
we cannot see a clear way to a final solution of all

difficulties. Many vexed questions will remain to be
thrashed out by the workers and residents of New Town

;

without this how dull would be its life ! But we do
believe that it is essential to make the attempt to carry
out faithfully the fundamental human and brotherly
principles we have laid down. The measure of success,
as we have insisted throughout, will be the fullness of
life of the dwellers in our town, shown in their own
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health, happiness and richness of interests, and in the

beauty and dignity of their productions. Andwe beUeve,

further, that the type of industry which we here call

" New Town Industry " is destined to conquer the

world, by reason of its own inherent superiority to our

present system. The development of industry on these

lines in one small town is only a step on the march to

a far greater end.



CHAPTER V

AGRICULTURE I. NEW TOWN
' Then seized the sons of Urizen the plough : they polish'd it

From rust of ages : all its armament of gold and silver and ivory
Re-shone across the field immense."—Blake.

The
neglected

Garden.

" A NATION of shopkeepers " was Napoleon's
gibe against our country; and much of our
national development during the last century

might be called a feverish effort to justify the descrip-
tion. We have produced manufactured goods in huge
quantities. All the world has come to our counters.
We have bartered the stored wealth of our coal-fields
for tropical luxuries and foreign meat and wheat.
And all the while, like a busy shopkeeper, we have
neglected the garden behind the shop In the rush after
the profits of manufacture and trade, agriculture
dropped to a very low place. The towns filled, the
countryside emptied; and the workers on both sides
suffered. Any sound planning for the future must take
into account the need for something like a reversal in
this development, so as to ensure a full home food
supply, the physical vitality of the people, and a more
balanced national prosperity. In our New Town pro-
posal we definitely aim at this type of reconstruction.
The course of the war, and particularly the menace of
the submarine, did much to awaken the country to
the importance of food production at home. The farmer
has taken a higher place in the State, and many thou-
sands of town-dwellers have, for the first time, tasted
the strange native delight of cultivating their own
patches of soil. Now the war is over, there are many

6i
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oeeking a career in active open-air work, and these

should be given hopeful openings in the Mother Country

as well as in the Dominions. Although very many
obstacles remain, yet the general interest in the subject,

the more active support of State and County authori-

ties, the readiness to accept help from science, the

greater willingness to experiment and to co-operate, and

the changed conditions generally, do suggest that the

black history of the decline of British agriculture during

the nineteenth century may be followed by a shining

recovery in the twentieth.

The blame for the backward state of agriculture and

the depressed condition of the agricultural labourer

cannot be laid entirely upon the shoulders of the

farmers. Some of them are as good masters as the best

employers of labour in the manufacturing industries.

Their general lack o| adaptability, of scientific and

business methods, and their individualistic outlook,

were no doubt partly responsible for the low ebb which

farming had reached, as measured by our standard of

full human life for all the workers engaged in it. There

were also, however, other factors, such as the bad

system of land tenure, lack of capital, expensive and

difficult transport, the indifference of our townspeople

to the condition of our primary industry, and, behind

all, the ultimately disastrous moral influence of an

almost unchallenged acceptance of private profit-

making as the first incentive for production.

The foundations of principle on which we wish to

build New Town (in this chapter we should almost

pref^ to caU it " New Country ") lead us to the con-

clusion that, in agriculture, as in other forms of

industry, plans based upon what are called to-diiy

" business considerations " alone will never solve our

problems. We believe that the most scientific and

well-organised methods are needed, but first of all

must come the desire for association in mutual service

for the enrichment of life.

".•.. rm'v .-.,1 \ • x.:.m, » .t
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The Re- .

The sharp separation of the British people
marriage of into town and country folk has meant an

Co^trT*
impoverishment of life on both sides. We
must seek, therefore, to bring together these

divorced parties in a newer and happier form of married
Ufe. It is for this reason that we have deliberately
headed this chapter " Agriculture in New Town."
The boundar;^- of the town estate will not be that of
its grouped dwelling-houses, but the larger ckcle of all
its woods and farm-lands. The industrial workers of
New Town will be in the country, and its agricultural
labourers in the town. The artisan must be in touch
with Mother Nature and learn the secrets of her silence
and her joy; the farm worker must be able to share all
the intellectual and social benefits of corporate Ufe
in a varied society. We propose, in short, to establish a
town primarily dependent upon agriculture carried on
within its own borders, and an agricultural industry
whose workers shall share in all the benefits of a new,
vigorous, healthy and slum-free town.
Land as the The land is the primary raw material of

wSi°^
true wealth, and we propose, therefore,
that agriculture shall be the first and basal

industry of New Town. The towns of Lancashire, of
the Potteries, of the Black Country, have followed
after other forms of wealth—but at what a sacrifice of
beauty, of human health and happiness! New Town
will begin by seeking its wealth from the soil. It will
produce much of its own food, and some of the raw
material for its industries, by the labour of its own
citizens applied to its own land. We do not argue that
all men should be engaged entirely in agriculture, or
that all towns should carry on exactly the same
branches of agriculture. But we do believe that to
remain healthy, both physicallyand socially, a town, like
an individ'-al, cannot afford to lose contact with Mother
Earth. A man who has taken part in the production
of food, whether in garden or allotment, market garden
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or corn-field, has entered into a part of his birthnght

and shared in the work of the Creator. A town becomes

diseased when it begins to think of the soil chiefly as

valuable for building sites. We shall, therefore, help

to attain our objects in New Town by aiding as many

people as possible to devote energy to food produc-

tion or the working up of substances grown on the

land. Agricultural workers will mainl> live tn the

town and go out to their work on the land—some,

perhaps, carried out on the same motors that bring in

the daily milk supply.

Most of the inhabitants of New Town
Gardens and ^^lo wish to satisfy a desire for a piece of
Allotments.

^^^^ ^^ cultivate for their own profit and

pleasure, will probably be content with the garden

which will be attached to each house, supplemented

by allotments for the men of greater energy or leisure.

Even in the working of such small areas as ten square

rods, the experience of the many Allotment-holders'

Associations that have recently sprung up shows that

much material benefit follows in the wake of organised

association. We shall expect to see an Allotment-

holders' Society in New Town, drawing advice and

assistance from the expert farmers of the estate.

Small Hold We have laid down as principles that we

ings or Large wish to have as many people as possible

Farms. sharing in agricultural work and interests,

and that we wish their labour to be so arranged that

there shall issue from it the greatest possible enlarge-

ment of life for themselves and for the whole com-

munity. When we seek to apply these principles to the

case of those who will find in agriculture their mam
occupation, we are at once confronted with the rival

claims of small holdings and large farms. The con-

troversy on this subject has of late become very keen.

The Agricultural Policy Sub - Committee of the

Government Reconstruction Committee emerged from

a tangle of conflicting evidence on the subject with this
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statement
:

" We have decUned to express any general
opinion as to the comparative productivity of largefarms and small holdings, but we have no reluctance
in expressing our opinion that both forms of holding
are essential if the most is to be made out of the landand of country life. We believe that the national life
will be strengthened by a greater diversity of tenureand types of holding, that a large increase of small
holdings IS necessary, and that of varied types, such
as dairy and market-gardening ana not excluding
mixed holdings. We think this because, whatever

the comparative productivity of food, there can beno doubt that there is no surer means of increasing
the rural population, which is so greatly desiderated
than the multiplication of small holdings, and because
small hokungs are prdbably the most available rungsby which the agricultural labourer can mount the
social ladder and become a farmer or landowner. We
are. moreover, in hearty accord with the general
opinion which has been expressed to us that small-

cf.w ,

their families are a very valuable and
stable element m the State." (Par. 229 of the Report
of the Agricultural Policy Sub-Committee of the
Keconstruction Committee.)
Mr. A. W. Ashby.i in discussing the same question,

says: One panacea for the cure of many of our
agncultural evils which has been put forward is the
creation of more small holdings. It is urged that smaU

?lv;"^!t?''°'^"''^ P'"'"'' P^^ ^"^ than large farms, and
of this there can be little doubt There is, how-
ever, a grave question whether the comparative painand cost of producing a certain amount of goods i& not

'Social Reconstruction Pamphlets I "The Rural PrnW»«, •• k
Arthur W. Ashby. published bj? TA. AiLnlllXtl^'sB^^i^^
£ric1,lSre on'l«r'°

^ ^f"f^^^ ^^' advocating the organisatffi

tSSttemenf nffh; 'u^^'J^'r^^^
increase of prt^uction and

feuS^r^ct,^?. fj: ^- Hail ^Z Jour:.lTil^'ti
E
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greater on a small holding than on a large farm. The

small holding is not an economical unit in the use of

implements, machinery or power. [On small holdings]

horses are sometimes unemployed, while they still

have to be kept, and consequently horse-labour is

expensive. If the necessary machinery is present on

small holdings, then it is not fully employed, and

capital is both ' lying dead ' and depreciating. If it

is not present, as is too often the case, there is wastage

of himian effort. Something may be done to improve

methods of using machinery and power on small hold-

ings by organising a co-operative supply, but even

then their use is less economical than on large units.

In the sphere of sale and distribution of produce the

small holding suffers from grave disadvantages. If

the consuming market for goods is near, these dis-

advantages are not so evident, although eight carts

may be sent to town with milk from eight holdings of

twenty-five acres each, while one cart would do the

work on a farm of two hundred acres. Where produce

is sent to a distant market it must be packed, graded

and grouped; and unless this is done co-operatively

it is done by a middleman, who is the only person with

an adequate knowledge of the market, and the small-

holder suffers from lack of knowledge of methods and

prices on the market. Even an organisation of forty

small-holders on looo acres of land cannot work as

economically as a single unit of management on the

same area.
" In certain areas the number of small holdings could

be increased to advantage, especially if accompanied

with various forms of co-operative organisations, but

it is to be feared that a vast extension of small hold-

ings would make life harder for the majority of people

engaged on the land they cover."

It would be possible to endeavour to farm the bulk

of the New Town Estate by means of small holdings.

If this were done, then for any real success it would be

*«au-v^^^
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0^0^^*° ^"^^"^^
^J"

*^^ ^^"S^^* P^s^ible amount of

01 work. But the more this was done, the nearer thp

farmed by one jomt company of men. We have cometo the conclusion that in the field- of agriculture theright course for New Town will be to a|ply ts prin!ciples of free association in two ways. The first methodon which we are inclined to lay the greater emnhas^swiU provide for the farming of th^^ largfr part o "he la^^^^^
The New by a number of agriculturists working in co-

• ^^ relative advantages of the large farni or thecolony of small holdings, when each is wo^ed fo?

In^Y "^r^^'T ^^y".°^^ ^^ association for the common

b^T T^nl^r f^^^}'^^^y ^ ^ns^re the general well-

u^ rto A I *x ' H"" °^ organisation the farmingw^U be done by New Townsmen working together fo?the benefit of the whole town, sharing in tL dfrect on
tiieir o^^ labour, and m the harvest of all the fan^-lands The method would involve the formation of asubsidiary Farming Company, with as large a numbe?as possible of New Townsmen as shareholders ThisCompany would eventually lease from the ParentConapany aU the agricultural land of the estate except

H^U'^f7if^ 4"' allotments and small holdings. TWsclaim of the Farming Company for a maior nart ofour land naturally limitsV possibility of^ otherdevelopments and experiments. It must alwavs hiremembered that agriculture must o^upy a uSqueposition as a New Town industry, because its cSraw material, the land, is already"^ the hSds oflLecommunity and will aiways remain strictly limited inamount, and not alike in all parts.

Small y^^ ?° propose, however, as already indi-
HoWings. jated, to provide a second method ofworking

by reserving a part of the land for a numbed
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« , ij 1 TK^ft mav introduce some difficult

of small-holders.^ This may ^nuc^
^^^^ , ti-

questions. such ^s^hose that may »
^^^

small-holder in the P»%^,fi.t"w doming more
excessive individualism. But '» ^ "HaSe amolnt ol

and more clearly r«'=<>8"'!f'J,„^!* VSmosTessential
co-operation between ^.^l^^fl-^^IS in every
for their prosperity^

t2"N.rTown tenants, and they

"^T:. shaU have, in New Town a^^ture a

chance ol experimenting s^e by s.^. under^^^ty

equal conditions, >" *'« ""
"J'^j^ts should be of

^^erben'T^t t^^^^rl in the New Town

oHts operations, will naturally aiirai.

and will ="»»
°V.r

" re°^r^aTo!o?dinationof
holdings cannot offer. There ™' ^ j j j^ts of

schemes and avoidance °<J^^Pf^*^;™ ;„ ^e choice

described in chap. iv.
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to one type of fanning. There wiU be greater freedom
lor rotation of crops; for example, strawberries for
tne proposed jam factory might be grown as an itemm the general farm rotation. There will be greater
fluidity of labour and of machinery. Losses due to
disease or weather will be equalised, the failure of one
field being set against the full harvest of another.
The Workers We picture, then, in our main farming

SuiSJment
^"J^e'^prise. a company of men. who would

»
•
otherwise be small-holders, farmers. baiUffs

or labourers, joined together to control and make the
best use of the New Town farm-lands. There will be
those who have been brought up as labourers on the
land, skilled men. be it remembered, masters of many
operations, and cognisant of many of Nature's secrets
In practice to-day the farm labourer, on some farms,
aoes help his master with advice and opinion, although
he may not share in the profits resulting from his
advice. We hope to give him a conscious share in the
management of the farm, and believe that he will rise
to the opportunity. A weekly Committee Meeting at
which reports on work done, and plans for future
work, are made will bring new interest into the
labourer s hfe. Then, by degrees, we shall be also in-
troducing the new type of townsman-landworker. who
has been educated up to eighteen and will be able to
co-operate even more intelligently. And there will be
always the skilled organisers and directors of the
different departments. We propose to arrange the
management upon some such basis as follows. There
wiU be the general body of workers, each proficient
(or serving an apprenticeship) in one or more branches
work—arable, stock-raising, milking, fruit-growing,

- irlcet-gardening or greenhouse work. These will be
lormed mto their respective groups, each group under
a leader, and arranging manv of the conditions of itsown work. The group leaders, with the salesman,
will meet regularly in consultation with the managing
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^

director of the farm, who will have a final voice in any

matters that need it. subject to the general oversight

Tnd S icy of the Board of Directors of the Farming

Commny One third of the Board will be appointed

bvX Parent Company, the remainder by the share-

holders of the Farming' Company. This ari^ngejnent

Possesses the practical advantage of providing lin-

earUal members, capable of -tin| as med^^^^^^^^^

?ase of any friction arising The
f
^^'^^ °

. t^^J^H^^
will appoint the necessary officers and fix the rate oi

remuneration for all workers. _„„^remuner ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^.^^ ^ regular monc-

saiwiesandtarv payment. The wages (or whatever

W'«"- name we give to this payment) will, of

course be not less than the standard rate of wages for

the district but we shall aim to make them higher than

the stSd rate, if only incidentally to prove that

association is good for the workman. Since the land

will not be famed in order to send away P/ofit to an

Absentee landlord, but will be farmed for the benefit

of New Town, then not only by increase of wages but

a so either b,^ a reduction in the selling pnce of the

producrto New Townsmen or by some system of in-

creasing the number of labourers and s^ re^uc ng the

hours of labour, we hope to show that the lot of an

agricultural labourer can be
^f'^'^^'^^^yJ^'?^Z

4hout making the cost of production so great as to

cause a rise in the prices of the Produce

The skilled experts in each branch of farming wno

wint necessaryS act as leaders, salesmen and d^ector

mav need to be paid salaries commensurate with the

Slaries that they could command elsewhere The ami

'ome Company'^vill be to secure the best knowledge

and ability, so that the farm may be run at its highest

efficiencv There is much that can be done to increase

*tput ^to eliminate waste, and to make farming

morV valuable to the community than it has been m

, the past.
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D- ui
^^^ ^°^^ ^^^ constitute the chief

Pr'iKJJ.
° market for the produce of the farm. The

whole town will be suppHed with milk pro-
duced by the Fa'-ming Company. Possibly also eggs,
butter, cheese, meat, fruit and vegetables will be pro-
duced in sufficient quantities to feed the town, at any
rate in the early stages. Some cereals (wheat, barley
and oats) will probably be grown and made up into
various forms for the use of New Town. In some pro-
ducts there will be surpluses at certain seasons of the
year, and these will be sent to neighbouring towns, or
to distant markets. The Farming Company will have
its specialist salesman and buyer, who would also act
as salesman for the local small-holders. The farm,
dairy, market garden and small-holders will be in
telephonic communication with the collecting agency
of the New Town Central Store, so that the'r products
may reach the consumers in a perfectly fresh condition.
As the farm develops it will probably be possible to

establish depdts in Old Towns for the sale of New Town
farm products. By suitable grading and packing, and
by the maintenance of a uniform standard of excel-
lence of quality, we shall estabUsh a reputation for the
goods that bear our brand.

A Thousand A large part of the farm-lands will be

v'^'c^
devoted to the production of food crops.

Crops,
aj^^j Qf materials for industries, in rotation

with crops for the dairy herd. The particular food
crops and raw materials grown will depend upon the
peculiarities of the soil of the New Town farm-lands;
but probably wheat, oats, potatoes and legumes will
be grown in sufficient quantity to contribute sub-
stantially to the feeding of New Town and to bring in
a good return.

One of the major pieces of work in establishing the
farm in its final scale may be the remodelling of the
farm-lands. Many English fields are unsuitable in size,
shape and surface for cultivation by tractors, which
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wUl be the chief power on the farm. Possibly, when

electricity is made available in a cheap form by the

proposed State generating stations, a modification of

the steam-tackle method of ploughing, cultivating,

etc., may be used, together with a system of portable

raUways for the transport of farm produce. At any

rate, we shall seek to make the farm-lands as easily

worked as possible, so that the work may be done

quickly and at the right time, and so production be

greatly increased.
. , , -n

The wheat, oats, and possibly barley dso. wiU

probably be prepared in New Town mills and sold as

New Town wholemeal. roUed oats, barley kernels and

malt extract, while the potato crop may either be used

directly as food or made into potato flour, starch or

alcohol for fuel. .„ .„ ,

The provision of pure milk will be one

A Pure of the chief concerns of the Farming Com-
llUkSupply.

,^^^ ^i^gjj Ne^ Town has its full

population, this will probably be its largest depart-

ment, since it will demand that a considerable part

of the farm be devoted to milk production on the most

modem intensive system. It has been estabhshed

that arable land gives a greater amount of cattle food

than does pasture land, and that, with high farming

on good land, an acre will support a cow.; Probably

in the early days a herd of fifty cows wiU suffice to

meet the needs of New Town. The Farming Company

will endeavour to secure options of purchase on addi-

tional farm-lands, so that the agricultural industry of

the fully developed town should not be stunted lor

lack of land.
. ., , • *:^„

Particular attention will be given to the elimination

of tuberculous cows, to the construction of hygienic

cow-houses, to cleanliness in milking and in the trans-

port of milk, so that each household in New Town sliaii

iSoine small -holders in Cheshire keep a cow to every two acres

of grass.

wfm mmm
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be served with as rich and pure a milk supply as
is possible. The seasonal surplus of milk and any
occasional surplus will be converted into cheese, or
dried.

Although we have spoken of a thousand acres
of food crops and of a model dairy herd, we are
not thinking of them as separate enterprises. They
will be departments of the one farm, and each will have
the advantages of rotation to different parts > f the
farm-lands and of ensuring that each type of soil on the
estate is put to the best use. This principle applies
also to the fruit farm and to the market gardens.

The Farming Company will, in various

duSion!™* ^^y^' contribute towards the mtat .^upply

of New Town. The milk indnsiry mvolves
the production of bull - calves, and thereby sor< c

supplies of veal and beef.

Some supply of mutton may be raised on downland
or hill pasture, if there is any on the New Town Estate,
or in connection with the dairy-farm lands, by growing
crops specially for sheep. Pigs may be kept in associa-
tion with the dairy farm, or fed on crops grown for their
use.

Eggs and poultry will be produced as local circum-
stances dictate, and in association with other branches
of the farm.

Two Hundred ^" ^iew of the great and ever-growing
and Fifty demand for home-grown fruits of all kinds,

Fnii?
**' ^* ^^ proposed to devote a considerable

acreage to their cultivation. Fruit-growing,
carried on with modern scientific methods, has proved
to be one of the most successful branches of agriculture,
and win undoubtedly provide employment for a much
larger number of workers than the ordinary run of
farm crops. With an area of about 250 acres devoted
to intensive fruit-culture, there would be, in three or
four years, a sufficiently large production to warrant the
erection and equipment of a factory for jam-making,
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fruit-bottling, canning or drying, which would employ

a further large n. mber of people, particularly in the

soft fruit season, whilst in the slacker times the manu-

facture of marmalade, fruit-essences, jellies and candied

peel would occupy a considerable staff.

The plan adopted will be to aim at planting about

100 acres of permanent orchards of standard trees.

During the development of these standards, inter-

cropping with bush and pyramid apple and pear trees,

gooseberries, raspberries, currants and strawberries

will be followed. Soft fruits will also be grown on the

arable land as items in the crop rotations.

WTiile fruit-growing is a profitable industry, yielding

a clear surplus of at least £25 per acre (pre-war con-

ditions), it involves a heavy outlay in labour and

capital. It will probably be five years before the income

from fruit exceeds the annual expenditure (chiefly in

wages) on its production. The site suitable for such an

industry should have preferably a good heavy loam,

and an undulating surface. If the New Town site

satisfies these requirements, we may hope t -^e a

flourishinp^ fruit-growing industry and its jam iactory

within five years from the foundation of New Town.
One of the chief merits of market-garden-

cSms ^"S is that it finds employment for a larger

number of men per acre than other branches

of food production, employing roughly one man per acre.

The rewards of labourcome soon, and so market-garden-

ing will be an outlet for any temporary surplus laboiu:,

and a means of increasing the income of the Farming

Company, during the maturing of other schemes. The

typ)e of market garden wiU depend upon the soil and

situation of New Town. Possibly we may raise produce

for Old Towns as well as for New, since the problem of

railway transport has ab-eady been practically solved

and regular trade channels established. (It costs a

fraction of a penny to send a cauliflower from Penzance

to Manchester, while tomatoes grown at Worthing may
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be on sale in Leeds a few hours after being gathered.)
We see here another of the advantages of the general
Fanning Company, in that the most suitable patches
of its land may be devoted to market-garden crops,

and that market-gardening may be interpolated
amongst arable crops and soft fruit crops. Moreover,
seasonal variations of labour-demands for each branch
of farming may be adjusted, and thus labour can be
turned on to that branch of farming or market-garden-
ing which needs it most at any particular season.
Again, no one patch of land need be permanently
devoted to market- irdening and so run the risk of

becoming exhausted and " sick." The amount of land
devoted to market-gardening can be adjusted to the
probable demands of the markets and to the supplies
of labour. The subject will receive very careful con-
sideration, because it involves profitable labour and
finds employment for a large number of people on the
land.

In addition to food :rops, such other crops as early
spring flowers, herbs (cuUnary and medicinal), agri-

cultural seeds, plants for perfimies and essences, could
be grown as need and opportunity arose, while the
growing of flowers, fruits and vegetables under glass
will be taken in hand on a commercial scale as soon as
sufiicient capital, and building material, become
available.

The site of Nev/ Town, and the nature of

its soil, will determine very largely what
crops are grown, and hence very largely what

associated industries are carried on. It is not suggested
that all of the following possible industries will be
developed; some of them evidently could not be
worked unless they could draw their raw material
from a comparatively large surrounding district, and
probably none of them will be started until some years
after the farm has been established.

The preparation of cereals (wheat, oats, barley and

Associated
Industries.

rTTiTT^gSTraR???^ >s»i»^jB.'a.-;ar»m«»srr"a»»<''
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rye) offers opportunities of employment in the making
of flour, rolled oats, malt, and malt extract.

The dairy farm may lead to the setting up of a

factory for the sterilising of milk and the production

of condensed milk or of milk powder, while the making
of various kinds of cheese and of butter from surplus

milk can be carried on from the beginning. The sheep

reared on the land, and on the farms around, might
possibly provide wool for some specialised branch of

the woollen industry, where individual skill and taste

give a value to the product. The fruit farm, as already

indicated, will provide some of the raw material for a

jam- and preserve-making factory, which could also

dry and bottle the surplus vegetables grown on the

town allotments. Of course bees would be kept on the

fruit farm, and the extraction of honey and the other

work in connection with apiculture will provide work
for a few people. Potatoes may be grown for starch

and motor spirit, and this would involve employment
for a considerable number of people if a factory were

estabUshed to deal with the produce of surrounding

farm-lands as well. The same conditions apply to the

extraction of sugar from sugar-beet. In either case a

large amount of capital is necessary to build and equip

the factories, and the factories would serve a large

district.

Other possible industries are the growing of flax for

linen, or for oil, of sunflowers and rape for oil, of

Jerusalem artichokes for paper pulp and for food (a

palatable powder which can be stored has been pre-

pared from artichoke tubers), of certain crops for

fibres, of chicory for its roots, and of osiers (on the

town sewage-farm) for basket-making.

If there is suitable clay on the estate, a local pottery

industry may be developed. The materials are cheap;

technical skill and artistic feeling may turn the clay

into articles of use and beauty. Glazes are not expensive,

and the necessary kiin for firing can be purchased for

_™ ^~:f , --v-»'^iT»,Jv^Ui72' ..«-," titl'Si 'A'»1^ .ffa-\.'it-j
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a comparatively small sum. The making of bricks and
tiles, or the quarrying of local stone, may provide local
employment in the early days of New Tovm.

Scientific
^^ *^^ Farming Company is to be alive

Research. ^"^ ^o progress, if it is not to get into the
rut that British agriculture was in before

1916, it must take note of all that science has discovered
and apply as much of its teachings as is possible. Also,
it must definitely promote scientific research on its
own lands. The Company will, through its experts,
discover what are the conditions of the \. aximum out-
put on its own lands, since each type of soil has its own
peculiar character and behaviour. By definite scientific
research much may be done to improve production,
and, therefore, directly, the status and outlook of the
farm-worker.
The commercial side of the farm will also receive

careful attention. By the adoption of an up-to-date
system of book-keeping, the determination of costs
and of profits may be made, so that the Company shall
not do as many farmeirs have done in the past—^grow a
crop year after year at a loss without knowing it

!

" There is also need for systematic teaching about
labour. The whole question of agricultural wages
really depi,nds upon the proportion which costs of
production have to the price of the product. The
largest of these costs is the labour bill, and the effi-
ciency of the labour is the controlling ^actor in th.
costs of production. Wages must then ultimately
depend upon efficiency, and this is the point upon
which attention must be concentrated. The attain-
ment of efficiency is the province of management, and
the management of the farm is the factor which
transcends all others in importance." (Par. 161 of
Report, op. cit.)

In all this work, and in all the farm schemes gener-
ally, the Company will aim at co-operation, not only
with the small-holders 01^ the Estate, but also with the

" 'iTTSKTiT'iirr'nvxcaui.ia -Hi. rrm^'.wri^^wLnr.' .« j!iBi..3CK<m::79!ei^>ir>
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local farmers. We shall seek to make our neighbours

our friends and to work with them, so far as is

possible, for the betterment of the practice of agri-

culture and of the conditions of life of the people

engaged in it.

The whole farming scheme will, we hope,

Aspecte"*^
prove of educational value. We shall make
mistakes, and shall have successes; these

may serve to teach our successors in the founding of

New Towns and in the establishing of co-operative

farming, what is possible and what should be avoided.

But we hope also to have very close relations with the

educational life of the town. Too often in the past,

town children have been educated in utter ignorance

of the elements of rural life and of man's reliance upon
the land; and the education of country children,

instead of being linked up with the life around them,

has too often tried to adopt some of the worst features

of the urban outlook.

We believe that in our New Town School we shall

be able to bring our children into closer relation with

reality, and that contact with the activities of all

branches of industry carried on in the town, and
especially the primal industry of food-production, will

do much to correct the wrong tendencies of a too

bookish schooling, and will show that labour with the

hands is not degrading and may be of great dignity.

We do not wish our young citizens to be merely expert

typists and office boys, nor practical ploughmen and
dairymaids, but we want our boys and girls to have
many glimpses into many avenues of Ufe, and to be

prepared to do their share of the world's work, with

zest co-operating with their neighbours.

But there is another educational aspect of the work
of the New Town Farming Company which may
possibly be of value to the whole of the farming com-
munity. We hope we shall be able to do our share to

satisfy the desire expressed by the Agricultural Policy

/•ya
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Sub-Coimnittee in par. 162 of their Report, as follows-
One other form of agricultural development may be

mentioned here because of its educational effect, and
that IS the establishment in various parts of Great
Bntam of large farms run on purely business lines, but
open to mspection and giving publicity to their methods
and accounts. These farms should consist of 3000
acres or upwards, and they should be worked upon the
same organised cy^tem as any other large productive
business is conducted. It is the opinion of the Develop-
ment Commissioners that the influence of these farms
on agriculture, and so on food production, by their
example, and on the investment of capital in agri-
culture by the results they could show, would be
remarkable."

In technical education we propose that the higher
educational equipment of New Town should include
a branch which might finally become a modified Farm
Institute or a local Agricultural College and branch of
a State Research Station. Possibly, as the farm-lands
will be run on lines different from those on other large
farms It will be desirable for the State to estabhsh
some National Scholarships, so that youths and ma idens
from other parts of the country may attend the
Institute, or College, and serve some sort of apprentice-
ship on the farm.

These, briefly, are some of the educational ways in
which we may help to raise the position of agricultw-o
and to foster rural citizenship. An educated farm-
worker will do better work, will be able to manage
machinery more effectively, and will produce a greater
output, than the downtrodden Hodge of the past The
improved social status, the freedom of contract, a non-
tied house, and the broader outlook on life, will each
contnbute to that uplift of the condition of the rural
worker which is as desirable as the increase in the out-
put from the land. Edu-ation and agriculture must
become allies—each will benefit by the union
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lAii

y» Perhaps there is no industry where men

S*" and women may so healthily associate as in

Workers, gome branches of agriculture. We do not

propose that women shall be asked to perform the

heavy field work, but such work as milking (as soon

as our cowhouses are modernised or new ones built),

cheese-making, poultry-farming, fniit-pruning, pick-

ing, packing and grading; market-gardening, flower

culture, and herb-growing, may easily be performed by

women, as well as some of the clerical and research

work of the Farm Company. We believe that the co-

operation of educated, intelligent and energetic women

will do much towards the improvement of the condi-

tions of rural Ufe.
,

. , ^t -r

Prooosai» As soon as the site of New Town is

for a Modest chosen, some of the foregomg proposals

Beginning, may crystallise on very definite lines, and

we may be able to envisage the final form of our agri-

cultural industry. But we do not propose to begin too

ambitiously; we shaU hasten slowly. It might be weU

to enter into possession of only a portion of the land

at the beginning, probably one existing farm of about

500 acres, employing from fifteen to twenty-five men

according to the type of farming earned on. However,

circumstances might render 1500 acres immediately

available, and then wf could begin to put into opera-

tion the plans for farming the whole. Should we begin

work in the early days of peace, there will probably

be a plentiful supply of labour available, but in any

case we shall, if practicable, seek to retain the workers

already on the farm. The men who have larmed

the land for years will be of use because they will be

familiar with the local customs and prejudices and

with the peculiarities of the soils and local breeds of

stock. But we shall also seek to employ some members

of that new type of farm-worker that has arisen dufing

the last four years; those who. leaving the office desk

or the factory, have gone to work on the land either as
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soldiers released by the War Office, or as men com-
pelled by tribunals to find work of national impor-
tance. These men have had time to discover some of
the pleasures and pains of rural work, and some have
" made good "—they have discovered that they like
the work, and some have proved very efficient work-
men. Other young men and women may seek work on
the land because they have decided that they will no
longer be cribbed, cabined and confined in office or in
factory, and because they hold strongly the ideals of
fellowship and of association. These pioneers must
be picked very carefully, and chosen because of their
knowledge and sldll and determination, and because
of their interest in the welfare of the scheme.

Financial
^^® Farmmg Company will rent the farm

Aspects. ^^?"^ the Parent Company, and the workers
will rent their houses as free-contracting

tenants of New Town. Therefore, the initial capital
of the Farming Company will be required for stock-
ing and equipping the farm, for outlay upon rent
and taxes, manures, seeds and labour. It has been
estimated that, previous to 1914, the amount of
capital required on a farm, of which about three-
quarters is arable land, was £() 6s. per acre, but owing
to the increase in prices we shall probably find that
;f20 to £2$ per acre will be necessary. Further, the
average gross earnings per man amounted to £100 per
annum, where four men were employed to every 100
acres. We shall, therefore, require an initial capital
of

;f10,000 to run our first 500-acre farm, and for the
first year our expenditure will include the wages of
twenty-five men at 40s. per week and upwards, as well
as salaries of foremen and director.

If. allowing for the increased prices, the gross annual
production of these men can be put at £200 (it was
recently stated by the Duke of Marlborough in the
House of Lords that this figure might be estimated at
£250), we see that the gross income in the first year
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will be £5000, leaving probably a good margin of

surplus after paying rent, taxes, labour costs, de-

preciation, interest on capital and incidental expenses.

With good management and an intelligent body of

workers, we shall probably find that our gross returns

per man are considerably above the average estimated.

If the first year's surplus proved sufficient, we could

then proceed to raise the standard of living of the

worker. In this connection it is of interest to quote

from the report and balance sheet issued in July, 1918,

by a farming company running a farm of about 480

acres in this country. The following refers to the

results of their first year's working: " The crops are

excellent. It is generally considered impossible to turn

farms that have suffered in the past into valuable and

productive properties, yet this has been done. A care-

ful analysis, on a very conservative basis, of the

present position shows that the net farming profit

approximates to £2965. Deducting the unproductive

parts of the farm (homesteads, roads, woodlands and

water), the net profit approximates to £6 los. per acre

in the first year, when initial expenses are unusually

heavy." This standard of profit is supported by an

estimate, in the Estate Magazine for May, 1918, that

the return on capital when employed on large-scale

agricultural work on modem business lines is 20 per

cent, and over.

Having successfully weathered one year, we can

proceed to enlarge the extent of our farming as quickly

as we can obtain possession of further land and capital.

The larger the farming operations become, the more

economical will be the working of the farm, until we

reach the condition when the Company is farming the

bulk of the land around New Town, producing a

maximum of food, and employing a superior type of

farm-worker who does his day's work of six or eight

hours and has leisure to think of other things and to

enjoy the pleasures of the social and intellectual life

•^.

m
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of New Town. There can be little doubt that, farming
on this scale, and having workers who are interested
in their work, the Company will be financially success-
ful. It will not exist to make big monetary profits for
an absent landlord or a resident farmer, but to in-
crease the weU-being of ail the workers and of the
town.

A New T ^^ ^^^^ sought to show that a New
England. \^'^ "^ust depend for its healthy and con-

. ,
tmued existence, as a partially self-con-

tained and self-supporting community, upon a close
association with the land and with rural occupations.We seek to develop a nev. type of town in which the
townsman is not altogether ignorant of the hfe of a
rural community, and a new type of rural worker who
knows something of corporate life and shares some of
the educational, social, intellectual and spiritual
advantages of a town. These are best realised in the
association of men and women in work and in play in
manufacture, in music, in drama and in worship.
Thus we hope to do something to help to colonise
lingland. to show that her broad acres are not worked
out. that they can support a vigorous population and
hundreds of healthy towns, and that her people will
thrive most, and be healthiest and happiest, when the
keynote of all their efforts is association in work and
in the rewards of work.



CHAPTER VI

NEW TOWN EDUCATION

,.' ^"A'' f"^* J""'.* y*^ ^'^ "^^ «''«" '*"' <*« students should go towork wtth thetr hands tnstead of their heads ?• I do not mean that
fxactly but I mean something which he might think a good deal like
that : 1 mean that they should not play life, or study it merely, while thecommunity supports them at this expensive game, but earnestly live itfrom beginning to ?«</."—Thoreau.

^ •»

The Divine J"^
Widespread belief in antagonism

Humanity, between the human and divine is perhaps
the greatest obstacle in the way of all

reform, an obstacle which becomes a mountain indeed
when to this assumption is added the common con-
viction that it is impossible to change human nature.
The faith of the founders of New Town is in the
dmnity within the little child. While rejoicing in the
heroic possibilities of the average man. they recognise
his shortcomings: his want of originality, of initiative
and of responsibility, his narrowness and hopelessness
of outlook. They feel keenly the lack of human vitahty
in this wonderful living world of ours. They mourn
the absence of that joy in life and work which they
believe to be the divine heritage of mankind, only
waiting to be claimed by every human being. But
they protest that, so far from these failings being the
fundamental characteristics of an unchanging human
nature, they are, in great measure, due to the influence
of custom and education, education and custom, the
two continually revolving, as alternate cause 'and
effect, in a vicious circle.

" And He called to them a httle child and set him

W WRV-
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< I

in the midst of them and said, ' Except ye turn, and
become as little children, ye shall in no wise enter into
the kingdom of heaven.' " What are some of the
wrong steps which, in the light of this teaching, we
have to retrace? What are the weak points in our
present educational system ?

WEAKNESSES One of the most important functions
OF THE PRE- of education is the provision of material
SENTEDU- to serve as nourishment for the growing

SYSTEM^ "^^"^' ^"^ *° ^^°^^ ^* opportunity and
***^*>- occasion for the exercise of its faculties.

It is beginning to be recognised that this provision has
been more or less haphazard and unsuited to the
child's needs at his successive stages of development.

FaUure to
^^°°^ learning has been generally too

provide suit- academic ; it has lacked the quality of

iKfaJa**'"
^^^^^^y'' it has been abstract where it should

Material. ^^^^ ^^^^ concrete, and concrete where it

should have been abstract; it has provided
food for reason bef re the child's reasoning powers
were sufficiently de eloped to digest such food; in
short, the pedagogue has been like the much-talked-of
mother who feeds her baby on the pressed beef and
pickles and tea which satisfy her own distorted appe-
tite. The mother sometimes wonders why the child
looks thin and sickly; the schoohnaster regards it as
human nature that all but a few exceptional pupils
should need compulsory feeding, and show but poor
results even then.

Restrictions, .
Indeed, very few of us recognise that there

Punishments, is a natural demand for intellectual nourish-
Time-tabies, ment, which may be best expressed in the

physical term " hunger," and that, if we
provide suitable material for the child's mental needs,
we shall have no more trouble in persuading him to
assimilate it than we have to induce a healthy, hungry
boy to demolish a plate of bread and butter. Having
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convinced ourselves that the unsatisfactory results of
our own mistaken training are "human nature " we
quite logically hesitate to trust that nature; hence
our system of restrictions, rules and compulsion, with
Its mischievous sanctions of rewards and punishments
which happily, however, in most cases, defeat theirown ends. The rigid time-table is also a necessary
consequence of this attitude. Even if we were quite
sure of the suitability of the mental nourishment we
provided. It would not follow that the child would
require exactly the same kind of material and the same
aniount of it every Monday afternoon at two o'clockram or shine, summer or winter, seed-time or harvest'
It is as if we had a walled-in garden, stocked with
various flowers, fruits and trees, and, having estab-
lished by scientific observation and research that the
average plant needed so much air, sunshine, water
nitrogen, carbon and other things, proceeded to portion
these out and artificially administer them at stated
hours in a perfectly regular sequence; at the same
time endeavouring to regulate and order the growth
of twig, bud, leaf, flower and fruit. The plants
would only flourish in so far as they could evade
our well-meant attentions, and the teacher some-
times has an uneasy feeling that the child may be
serving his own interests better when he is watching
the waving of the branches outside the class-room
window, than when following the carefully-prepared

Spoon-feed. ^°^ *^J
*^^?^^ ^^^^s make the most

i„g_
earnest effort that his lessons shall appeal
to the child. A common charge aeainst

^uM^^u'^^^y
education, and a just one, is that thechUd has too much done for him and is rarely asked

to make an effort on his own account. In order to
tempt the child to eat. we take off aU the hard crusts
from the bread of knowledge, and the mental and moral
teeth decay for want of use.
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Artificial

Stimulants
to Mental
Activity.

Among the mischievous expedients to
which we have recourse as artificial stimu-
lants to mental work are those of competi-
tion and examination. It is surprising how

many people regard competition as a necessary and
natural part of life and effort. This may be due to
some confusion between the ideas expressed by the
terms " competition " and " emulation." The difference
appears to be in the standard aimed at: in competition
It is the actual work of one's fellows, while in emulation
it is a more or less abstract ideal, towards which all the
workers are in common striving. The competitor is
apt to be satisfied with a lo-.v recult, so long as he has
beaten other competitors; the stimulus derived from
emulation is that of seemg a great or beautiful piece of
work. Competition makes one envious or even resent-
ful of the achievements of others; while emulation
miphes admiration and the effort to imitate a noble
result. Competition, in short, encourages selfishness
and the adoption of a low standard, and its effects on
human character are, perhaps, the more dangerous,
because they are rarely recognised.
The evils of the examination system have been so

often discussed, and are indeed so widely acknow-
ledged, as hardly to need mention here, but there is one
serious drawback which is generally overlooked. The
period of examinations in school Ufe coincides with
that of adolescence; hence the unhealthy strain,
especially on memory, comes at a time when all the
child's available energy is needed for his expanding
talents of reason, imagination and idealism. The
danger is, perhaps, the greater because the child co-
operates with his elders. He feels new and wonderful
powers which he must exercise, and he does so with
even less discrimination than the baby cutting his
teeth, who will bite anything, however harmful, which
offers the one necessary quality of hardness to his
inconveniently insistent gums.
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UckofCo- ^u ^^"J^P^
*^® "^°^* serious charge against

operation the education of to-day is the lack of co-

^duTaTonai
^P^^^tion between the many educational

Forces. i?uCes of the child's life and surroundings

off • t 1 1^*?^°°^ ^^ ^ monastery, education an
affair of the cloister. One painful result of this is
obvious in the relations between parents and children.The majority of parents will sacrifice much for the
education of their offspnng: the poor mother goesworse than barefoot m order that the httle one whohas reached Standard VII. may have good school boots;and the middle-class father spends money recklessly
to send his clever boy or girl to the University. Butowing largely to the aca^^.tnic, unpractical nature of
school work, neither of them really understands or
shares m the child's education. That is the affair of the
teachers and the school. And a breach slowly opensand widens between child and parent, the one often
impatient of control, unsympathetic and inwardly
contemptuous of his elder's ignorance, the other
perhaps, sore and secretly resentful at what he also
teels to be his youngster's superiority to himself

;and so both lose that intangible something which
sympathetic association could supply.

It IS the same all round. School is one thine theworld another The fault is not only with the schoolThe commercial and industrial-even the civic-world
of to-day is not the organisation with which any re-
former would wish to harmonise his system of educa-
tion. The educationist is apt to shudder at the mention
of vocational traimng, and the world which con -rns
the former schoolboy to spend the rest of his u,e inmaking the hundredth part of a standardised motor-
car has no use for such school products as sensitiveness,
magnanimity and the creative faculty.
Weakness of It is, perhaps, chiefly due to this lack of

liica"^°°'?^^^"y ¥,^^^^" «^r system of education,
faulty as it is. and the conditions of life
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generally, that the organisation of education for t;-ose
who have left school is insufficient and half-hearted both
in supply and demand. Literally and metaphorically
school books are packed away in the attic when once
the real busmess of life begins. Comparatively few
scholars contmue study for its own sake, or realise the
perpetual renewing of life which springs from learning.
Inadequac7 Space forbids us to enlarge further on

TriS*^* *^u^
P^^* °^ ^^^ subject, except to mention

what IS, perhaps, essentially an English
weakness: the serious neglect of language training.
It IS not generally recognised how much clear thinking
depends on the right choice and correct use of words
and how valuable a factor in the formation of char-
acter is the power of self-expression in words as well
as m actions. In order that he may not interfere with
our comfort or the course of lessons we have carefully
prepared for him. the child is muzzled for the greater
part of the day, when he should be learning to express
himself simply and clearly about the work he is doing
and so laying a sure foundation for future thinking'
The attempt to deal with children in the mass is the
chief cause of this unnatural restriction, as indeed of
many others.

RECENT
The recent tendency towards improve-

ATTEMPTS TO J"^"*
^" education is in the main three-

IMPROVE ^o^^- It is generally agreed, at least in
EDUCATION, theory, that the child needs more freedom.

In her last book. Dr. Montessori reminds

^u ? 7^, progress of our ideas on child hygiene, from

X, r^^.
supposed necessity to pinch noses and

swathe the httle bodies in straps, to the ideal of allow-
ing baby to lie and kick in a state of nature in the open
sunshme. We now, in fact, admit that nature can
shape noses and limbs better than we can. and the
Dottoressa pleads for a more general recognition of the
parallel fact m mental and moral culture. The second
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aspect of reform is the effort to find suitable material
for the child's intellectual needs, especially as expressedm the sense-training of the infant-school and the hand-
work of the elder boys and girls. The third is a logical
consequence of the first and second, and consists in
providmg the child with the material and guidance
suited to him and then allowing him to learn by the
method of trial and error, leaving him, wherever possible,
the joy of discovery and the discipHne of his own
experience.

Expressions Among the plans to allow the child greater
of the freedom and self-expression may be ranged
^^Freedom-all those which embody the idea of self-

'

government. Many schools have adopted
with satisfactory results the system of democratically
elected prefects. Others rely on the more individualistic
method of placing pupils on their honour; while in the
George Junior Republics and the Little Commonwealth
a system of courts and punishments has been evolved
by the citizens out of a condition of disorder, the incon-
veniences of which they were helped to discover for
themselves. The most serious charge against systema-
tised methods of self-government arises in the matter of
their penalties. Allowing, for the sake of argument,
that punishments are inevitable—a big assumption
those imposed by children are often too severe and are
always at first somewhat mechanical. The Little
Commonwealth discovered this truth by experience,
and we are told that other children, who have been
allowed tn evolve their own system of laws and punish-
ments, in time themselves realise that their carefully
planned schemes need such constant modification is
to be almost useless.

TheMontes- The distinguishing characteristics of the
son System. Montessori system are the provision of care-
fully chosen material, and freedom for the child to
occupy and educate himself on this material, freedom
harmonised with social necessities. There is no time-
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Practical

Activities.

table, as each child follows his own bent more or less
independently of others; neither are there any punish-
ments, as these have been found altogether unnecessary.
The child lives in a world arranged for his convenience,
and is encouraged to exercise his faculties and intelli-
gence in such purposeful and useful activities as dress-
mg and washing himself, laying tables, serving dinner
and the like. It has been urged that the scientific
material is artificial, its methods partaking too much
of those of the laboraton.' ; but the Mon tassorians answer
that the choice has only been made after prolonged and
thorough observation of the child's acti'^/ities, and
careful and scientific testing of results.

Handwork ^^^^ definite system has only recently
and been developed for children up to eleven,

but the idea of education by means of hand-
work and practical activities has been

carried out in many ways for children of all ages. At
a Quaker elementary boarding school where the boys
and girls spend half their school-time in wood-work,
metal-work, cooking, laundry, etc., careful investiga-
tion of the results appears to indicate that the general
level of intelligence of the pupils is distinctly higher
than that of children of the same age and type from
other Quaker boarding schools. The contention is, of
course, that the education of the hand and muscles
involves that of the mind in some subtle way that it is
not easy to define. And the system has developed and
is still developing from that of academic hand-work,
the production of samples, for instance, and the learn-
ing of processes, to that of education by means of
purposeful activities. To the uninitiated, perhaps,
thoughts of Squeers and Dotheboys Hall are sug-
gested, and it must be admitted that many modern
schemes on these lines have been prompted partly
by utilitarian motives. Such was the case, to some
extent, at Gary, Indiana, and the head mistress
of an English boarding school tells how the war
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need to consume their own smoke "

first started
the school on useful activities. Indeed, most schools
have, since the war. been obliged to develop more
or less m this direction. But. whereas in the older
systems utihtarianism was the first motive and edu-
cation only a neglected by-product, we are now
begmning to wonder whether education can only come
fully and naturally in this way. at least in its earlier
stages. What have already been described as laboratory
niethods may have their place in secondary and tertiary
education but the undeveloped mind appears tb need
the stimulus of reality and the obvious and concrete
purpose.

Gary. This princiole has. perhaps, been carried

«fi, Tu *^^^ ? *^^ ^^^y organisation than in any
other. The school system of Gary grew up with thetown, and was the product of Superintendent Wirt's
Ideas on education and the needs and possibilities of anew-bom Amencan industrial community. The schoolwas compelled largely to provide for its own wants.Ihe Supenntendent contrived to steer it clear of the
rocks of vocational training and of pure utihtLrianism
into a wide ocean of seemingly endless possibilities of
educational and social reform. The system is. ap-
parently, simple: the children work, or observe in the
school workshops, and learn " the three R's" more or
less by the way and because of the need for them, not
^^/^. ^^ themselves. Academic subjects are pro-vided for by special courses of lessons or lectures The
school is a living part of the community and the centre
of the intellectual and social life of the town

It IS because of this close connection between the
school and the town that some of us have misgivings
about Gary The mental and moral atmosphere createdby the conditions of a modern industrial town is not
that m which we should like our httle ones to unfold.
ii^t the chief object of the foundation of " New Town "
IS to order its mdustry and busmess affairs in such a
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way as to show the beauty of these activities as public
seivice and their dignity as the results of truly human
ettort and self-expression; and as our children cannot
begin too early to learn these lessons, what seems to
be a drawback at Gary should l)e a useful educative
torce under the more ideal town organisation that we
hope to establish.

PROPOSED
PLAN OF
EDUCATION
IN NEW
TOWN.

Coming now to the constructive aspect
of our suggestions, we wish, at the outset,
to make it clear that, although the New
Town School! will be, as far as we can

.

,

"lake it, the material expression of our
Ideals m education, we are conscious that these ideals
are not. nor would we have them, final. We hope to
Keep the school always dynamic, experimental, where
teachers and governors will be learning as well as
children, and where new ideas will be welcomed and
tested as thoroughly as possible.
Our proposal is briefly for a unified educational

system which shall be a vital factor of the life of the
town, giving inspiration and meaning to the whole
organisation, where the basis of the instruction is
learning by means of real and usefu' activities and
spontaneous effort, and the moral and spiritual motive
power faith in human nature, involving the utmost
possibli' freedom for teacher and pupil.

Grouping of ^^ intend to arrange our educational
Buildings and social institutions in a group as near

IShti^a. *^f,c.entre of the town as convenient. These
Won. ^" include, among others, all the depart-

ments of the school: primary, secondary,
tertian^, art schools, etc., the public libraries, swim-
mmg-baths, picture gallery, museum, theatre, gym-

denSent,^o^/°'^l°V^^ ^''T"
'^ '"^y ^e necessary, for certain

theon^W^ni ^"k^^
to develop other educational centres than

^LJ^L li^^^"'^^"^'
^^'"^ "-"'^^ especially apply to the provit nmade for the younger children.

j ff y '^ <-^^ P^uvk n
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nasium. playing-fields and public park; many of them
available in common for children and adults, others,
perhaps, such as the library and museum, with special
branches for the young people. In all the bu:ldings,
as far as possible, there will be provision for open-air
work.

Workihoo
^^osely connected with, and perhaps even

Activities,
^ormmg part of, the school buildings, will
be as complete a set as possible of work-

shops, chiefly of the handicraft kind, with simple
appliances where advisable. These workshops, while
providing for real needs, will play a fundamental part
in the children's education. In the carpenter's shop, for
instance, the boy—or girl—will not only learn to use his
hands in creation, but will be obliged, as a means to
ends in which he is interested, to work out many
problems in measurement, and to suffer the natural
consequences of his own mistakes. He will have to
ralculate costs of material, and to write out these and
other matters, such, for instance, as a brief account
of the work he has done, to submit to his Group Tutor.
He may find it will help his work to read books or the
subject. He may easily become interested in the
history of the craft, and can '-ardly avoid learning
something of the different kinds of wood he uses, and
of the climatic and other conditions under which they
grow. This learning will not be forced on him, but the
desire for it will be aroused by his activities, and will
be fostered ?.nd satisfied to the fullest extent possible
by his teachers.

So it will be in the other shops, which will be as
varied as the town can supply, covering as nearly as
possible the whole range of elementary human need:
processes required in the production and preparation
of food; in the making of clothing- in building; ior
transport; for the production of books, the making
of furniture, and the like. It should be possible to
supply the school's needs to some extent in these
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workshops, and so the children would have the satis-
^ction of seeing the results of their work in actual use
Perhaps the chief workshop of all will be the farm'
for farming, gardening, the care of the park and plav-
mg-fielQs will also form part of the children's
occupations.

Academic ,

^* ^'" P^^^^^bly be objected that academic
Subjects. teaming must suffer if so much of ordinary

school lime is to be taken up in the work-
shops. But the teachers of schools, where for someyears the instruction has been based on " learning bvdoing, are unanimous in their assertion that theacademic subjects gain rather than lose under thisregime. We propose, as a special safeguard against
the neglect of necessary subjects such as " the three

fj'ih}^ it ^^" H ^"^J^^^ Tutors responsible
for them, who shall give help where it is wanted, andtake measures to satisfy themselves that education inthese directions is duly proceeding.
Then there are subjects such as history, geography

literature, foreign languages. mathemSic!. Sience,'the desire for which may and should arise out of Intel-hgent workshop activities, but which are not on thewhole necessary to them in the same way as arith-
metic, readmg and writing. These will be provided forby special graded courses in class-rooms allotted as
far as possible, to each subject. The history room, for
instance, may be hung with a series of history chartsand histoncal pictures, ind have its own collection of
reference books. The literature room should be a

r^X.'" ?"• Modem secondary schools will furnish

rh^'
good examples of geography rooms. Physical,

cheinical and botanical laboratories hardly needmention m thif, connection; while even mathematicsnd foreign languages can create for their own special
rooins an atmosphere which will be ^ help to the
teacher and a stimulus to the pupil. Here class-
teaching will find its place, for in our desire to develop
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the individual as such we still recognise the value of

class-work. " the interplay of minds, the infection of

interest," and other important i/itellectual and moral

results which could perhaps be obtained in no other

way. In all subjects where it is possible, the dramatic

method of teaching will be used largely for younger

children, both for purposes of language training and

to keep the subject as concrete as possible in the

earlier stages.

As regards the subjects and content of the school

curriculum it is impossible to enter into detail in this

brief outline of our scheme, but one or two of its out-

standing features may be indicated. We hope first of

all 30 to arrange and Yelate our courses, practical and

theoretical, that, from the beginning, knowledge will

appear to the child as a unity and synthesis and not

as a haphazard collection of facts, only accidentally

related. A class in the botanical laboratory of one of

our public secondary schools recently expressed them-

selves in delighted surprise on discovering that, as they

put it, a certain lesson was geography and botany as

well; and any practical teacher will recall similar

instances of the way in which present methods work

in keeping +*ie children's intellectual activities in

water-tight v^jmpartments. In this connection we

expect to find elementary regional survey useful,

especially as worked out in some schemes of wood-

craft which have been adapted to town conditions. In

the careful study which children make of the geo-

graphy, history, industry, commerce and sociology

generally of some limited region, they see the natural

and practical connections of the facts of life; and

even the small experience that we have of this kind of

work gives abundant evidence of the interest and in-

telUgence which children exercise in building up their

discoveries into a system, however simple and crude.

We feel also that such activities, together with those

associated with the supply of elementary hiunan needs.
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will satisfy the psychological requirement that the

child shall to some extent repeat in his own life the

history of the race; for the fundamental facts of the

lif'' of the savage were the satisfaction of need, and "

establishment of relations with his environment.

It is not difficult to trace the connection between

the study ol human need and environment and that

of matters connected with health: food, clothing,

shelter, and the structure and functions of the body.

The nn .ments of psychology and the ' nee of human

relations also follow naturally froi: *.u se considera-

tions, and we hope to make provision -or such instruc-

tion in drawing up our scheme of school work.

Subjects of general interest may also be dealt with

in courses of lectures given to a large part of the school

at a time, and often to the outside public as well, in

the main Hall. In the Hall, too, other open functions,

such as musical and dramatic recitals by the children,

may take place.
.

Public recitals should help much m the
""*"**•

development of language, which will, in all

ways, be fostered to *he utmost. The motto " Every

lesson a language le n " will have a somewhat un-

conventional applica n in New Town school; for

the greater freedom of the school and the workshop

activities will afford far more scope for conversation

than at present exists in schools, and this will be en-

couraged as far as the limits of social convenience

will allow. Discussions, formal and otherwise, on

subjects of school or general interest will be in-

vited and arranged for. The pupil will also express

himself in writing more than he does in the ordinary

school of to-day. A specified time will be devoted

every day to keeping a school diary: a simple record

of the day's work and the pupil's impressions of it.

The usual school essays will be required by the Subject

Tutors, not only for language purposes, but to en-

courage elementary research work on the part of the
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pupils. Some use may also be made of the famous
ledure expliqude lesson of the French class-room;
and the Magazine will hold a prominent place in our
school.

Length and ^® question of curriculum is closely

Grading of bound up with that of the length of school
School life. We shall plan our course on the assump-

tion that we shall be able to keep most of

the children in the school until sixteen, and many until

eighteen. The primary or elementary stage ynXi last

until twelve or thirteen. Up to this age the education
of the child is mainly objective. He is tremendously
alive to the wonderful world of things and people and
events about him, and, if his education is proceeding
on natural lines, too busy gaining more or less concrete
experiences, and establishing their associations, to
take vital interest in the abstract side of life and
thought. His attitude to his elders is as to beings of

a different order from himself; he cheerfully accepts
without understanding them, and makes use of them
freely and frankly as part of his environment. In
the later years preceding puberty he begins some
simple abstract reasoning and childish generalisation,

and when allowed to develop in his own way will build
up for himself an elementary philosophy, which, how-
ever crude, will help to steady his personality and
protect it in the emotional strain and stress of adoles-

cence. For with this physical change come the throes
of a new birth. The child is now no longer occupied
with knowledge as such. His imagination is intensely

active; he revels in theories, and he has eager and
almost anarchic desires towards vague ideals of wisdom,
goodness and service. At the same time he is some-
thing of an egotist, even to the point of violent self-

assertion. His relations with his elders are often
difl&cult, being variable and subject to extremes of

affection and antipathy, and needing much sympathy,
patience and understanding.
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TheEducA- The change from primary to secondary
tion of the education will be, therefore, a natural one
Adolescent, corresponding to a fundamental change in
the child. The school course for the period of adoles-
cence will be rich in abstract and philosophical sub-
jects: history and literature, ancient and modem;
formal science and laboratory work, for which the
workshop experience will have provided an excellent
foundation; higher mathematics and the like. This
does not mean specialisation. On the contrary, it is
important that the pupil should, at this stage, have
the widest possible field of congenial study and reading
in which to wander at will, for if his new-bom activi-
ties be allowed " to fust in him unused," we shall see
in him some of the worst results of arrested develop-
ment. We must not be anxious if he takes up a sub-
ject and then leaves it for something more attractive.
It is a period of vital change, and there will probably
be bubbles here and explosions there, but these are
mere accidents, and will do no harm if they are allowed
free play. And, because a wide scope is so important
to the pupil at this age, formal examinations of the
conventional type should during this period be dis-
countenanced. An additional reason for restriction on
examinations is that preparation for them may
seriously interfere with the physical development of
the child. We hope to keep them out of the child's life

until about the age of seventeen.

Ph •
^^® physical education of the child at

EdJSSon. *^s stage is specially important. The value
of physical exercise as a steadying factor

making for balance in nervous adjustment is generally
recognised, yet apparently there has not been any
special study of its connection with the problems of
adolescence. There seems to be a tendency, on the
part at least of girls of fifteen or sixteen, to be a little
bored with formal gymnastics, and to become rather
easily tired. Perhaps even in " drill," the great strong-
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hold of authoritarianism, there may be, for older
children at least, a field for experiment in freedom and
self-expression. The question has already been raised
by educationists, and we hope in New Town to make
some contribution to this investigation.
As regards the subject of physical education gener-

ally, we have before alluded to the provision of gym-
nasium, swimming-baths, playing-fields, park and
open-air class-rooms. Arrangements will also be made
for school expeditions, journeys and camps, similar to
those carried out by some of our primary and secon-
dary schools at present. The distinguishing features
of New Town education on the physical side will be
the natural results of the practical methods which we
have outlined as its basis. In the first place farming,
gardening, the care of the playing-fields and so on
will necessitate more open-air work than we usually
associate with school Ufe. But more important even
than this will be the aboUtion of much of what may be
called desk work. It is an unnatural and unhygienic
proceeding for any one, especially a child, to sit for
five hours of the day at a desk more or less suited to
his size, his only change of position for forty minutes
or more at a stretch being to that of writing, where
cramped arms and hands and twisted back aggravate
the evil. In New Town school, children will have
comparatively Uttle continuous sitting, and we shaU
look for physical improvement as a result of this,
change.

Another feature of the physical side of our education
will probably be a modified emphasis on games, com-
pared with the place they now occupy in secondary
and public schools. It is found that where children are
employed in real and purposeful activities, as in the
Scout systems for instance, games and the need for
them are, to a certain extent, crowded out. It is
expected that in New Town a similar development will
take place, the more so because we hope to increase
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outdoor interests, not only in farming, gardening,
and field-work in the usual subjects, but also in w jod-
craft and all the lore of open-air life, which is the
entrance to a true communion with nature.

Ritual. ^^^ reference to Scout systems suggests
that aspect of education which deals with

the need for ritual in school life. This will be, to some
extent, satisfied in the usual ways of morning assembly
and school functions, but our proposal is to find more
occasions for such functions, and especially to make the
school the centre of town, national and international
celebrations, more than is done at present. These will
serve the manifold purposes of supplying ritual,
educatmg the child in citizenship and making the school
a connecting link with the great outside world, of
which the child's main knowledge at present is merely
through the geography lesson. Pageants and proces-
sions will be useful in this connection, and a school
orchestra will probably be a feature of the functions.

Rhythm, No mention has yet been made of educa-
Mmicand tion in rhythm, music and art. We consider

^
•

these of greater unportance in the training
of personaUty and character than is usually recognised;
and in New Town school they will not be, as they
often are elsewhere, the first subjects sacrificed in
cases of emergency. We hope to develop them on the
lines of a movement akeady well advanced in the world
of education, that is as a means of self-expression and
sincerity. It is suggested also that we might undertake
some research work on an aspect of the subject dis-
cussed by Plato, but not yet exhaustively studied:
the psychological and moral effects of different kinds
of rhychm and music.

Our references to the Group Tutor involvewoupmgot
the subject of classification. We anticipate
that the increased freedom and elasticity

of New Town education will make what is known
to the teacher as cross-classification so general that
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there will be no place for the usual form-grouping. We
propose instead to establish a vertical grouping, which
will correspond to the " Houses " of Public Schools,

in that children of all ages will be associated together

into communities, each with a Group Tutor who will

be responsible for seeing that every child is doing the

work best suited to him, and that his education is all-

round and well-balanced. We are not altogether agreed
as to whether the principle of co-education, which will

probably prevail in the school as a whole, will be

carried out in the Groups. One suggestion is to have
separate groups for girls and boys, and another tc

have mixed groups, each with two tutors, a man and a

woman. Or both methods might be used at once. The
Group Tutor, who will also be a Subject Tutor, wil
advise children as to courses, and confer with othei

Subject Tutors and with craft instructors concerning
the individual work of the pupils, and the best means
of developing it. He will, however, carefully avoid
what might be described as a priori dealing with the

children. He will remember the child's individuahty,

and observe and advise rather than prejudge or

dogmatise. Since he will have charge of a pupil's whole
school career, he will have a better chance than the

Form Master or Mistress of other schools of under-
standing the child and becoming his friend, philosopher

and guide. His relations with the home, too, will be

more permanent than those at present existing between
teachers and parents, and will form a connecting link

between school and home life which should be a great

help in the training of the child. The possibility oi

incompatibihty or even mutual antipathy between
teacher and pupil may be urged as an objection to this

method of grouping; such cases are, however, excep-

tional, and may be dealt with by the Head as they arise

Hostels.
Another function of the Group Tutor may

be that of actual House Master or Mistress;

for one of the saggestions in connection with oui
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scheme is the establishment, as need may arise, or way
open, of hostels where children from a distance may
live together, and attend the day school as ordinary
pupils. This arrangement would modify some of the
drawbacks, while keeping most of the advantages,
of boarding-school life, and would give pupils from
a distance an opportunity which they would not
otherwise have of sharing in the education of New
Town.

The Teacher. ^* ^^^ ^^ readily admitted that the
'teacher is an important factor in this

system. He has, indeed, to be at the same time a
research student in psychology and human nature,
and the artificer to apply the results of his own and
others' investigations and discoveries. He must be
always ready to scrap his dearest beliefs and theories
when a new fact disproves them, and yet must act
boldly with all strength, faith and courage by the light

he has seen. As his material is aUve and growing, he
can never work by rote, but must deal with each child
and each lesson as with new and unknown forces. He
must keep clear in his thought the ideals of maturity,
and yet remember the stage of development of each
child and foster growth without forcing it. All this
will be a continual strain on his powers and en-
thusiasm, and we hope in New Town to make more
careful arrangements than usually prevail in school
systems to enable the teacher to keep fresh and alert,

and to give him also freedom, as far as is sistent with
the principles of the scheme, to work 01; le ideas and
plans suggested to him by his own experience. This
will be more possible under our grouping than under
that of the average school. The teacher will be given
frequent opportunities to visit other schools and coun-
tries, in order to refresh himself and gather new ideas.

These measures may necessitate a rather larger staff

than is usually considered sufi&cient, but not, perhaps,
to such an extent as might appear on the surface, for
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there will be considerable economy in the grouping 0:

pupils for lessons and lectures.

Lmgth of
Again, it will be inferred that oui

Holidays and scheme will require a rather longe'
of^School school day for the child than that which

is usual at present. Work of a practical
nature such as we have described will require more
time than the ordinary class-room lessons; but since
it is more in harmony with child i nture than they,
friction will be lessened and energy saved. The mid-
day dinner-time, which pupils will spend at school in
a common meal, will be shortened, and time and energy
economised in this way also. It is probable too that,
while the teachers' holidays will not be less than at
present, it will be found that those of the children may,
under the new conditions, be somewhat curtailed.
Many teachers, and still more parents, feel that a
fortnight's vacation at a time is enough for most
children; and the youngsters themselves often com-
plam of being tired of holidays. We hope therefore to
have shorter vacations at more frequent intervals
than those now common. Here again the elasticity of
the school organisation will make adaptation more
possible than it would be under prevaihng conditions.

Adult
^^ ^°°^ forward with pleasure to the time

Education. ^^^^ ^ generation of boys and girls in New
Town shall have lived the school life in

some sijch fashi' n as we have described it. We expect
then to see them directing their own adviuice in
further paths of learning and of life. Some wiU travel
on to University courses of various kinds; others will
remain in our own town, continuing their use of the
workshops and school buildings, demanding further
knowledge and training in technical work and intel-
lectual matters, eager in research, clustering round
competent leaders in stndy and discussion, and
expressing themselves in the comradeship of music
and the drama.
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But before that time comes there will be much work
to be done in adult education in New Town. Our
industrial arrangements are planned not only to give,

in men's daily work, some stimulus to their self-

development rnd sonie training in co-operation and
social service, but also the necessary leisure for the
expression of their personalities in other directions.

We should like to think that these and other advan-
tages will mean that to live in New Town will be in

itself the beginning of a liberal education. But we
must also remember that our founders and first in-

habitants will be men and women who have long since

adjusted many of their ways of thought and life to a
social system which we wish to supersede. And this

system has already, in only too many cases, robbed
them of the chance of acquirirg that wide knowledge
and S5niipathy which a full and humane education can
give. In order that the ways of Ufe which we are pro-
posing in this book may be made possible, or may
continue if once begun, we shall need to do a good
deal of intensive educational work, in order to ensure
the full and intelligent co-operation of the mass of the
citizens. This task should be simplified by the fact

that their numbers will only be small at first. The
methods of adult education which have been developed
in recent years by the Workers' Educational Associa-
tion and other bodies must be used to le utmost, with
special emphasis, perhaps, on econ. mic and socio-

logical studies. TTiere will be strong and inspiring

personalities attracted to New Town, and these men
and women will be expected to become le'^ders of

groups of students in many branches of knowledge
and research. The problems arising in the course of

the development of the town, and of its industries and
institutions, should be freely discussed by its citizens

before important decisions are made by the various
authorities. To adapt a familiar phrase, our town will

not be made safe for democracy unless its democracy

Wt-^^^l' ~
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Nursery
Schools.

be made safe for the town, and this can only be dor
by the free and full education of its individual member
We cannot here pursue this large subject ; somethin
further on the connection between recreation an
education will be found at the end of the next chapte

There remain our proposals for Nurser
Schools. One of these will probably h
associated with our central group of builc

ings; and the others so placed about the town as to b
conveniently near the homes of the children. Th
question whether home or school is the right plac
for children up to seven or eight years of age is a diflfi

cult one to decide. On the one hand, it is argued tha
the httle one can learn the lessons suited to his ag
more naturally and with less strain in the practica
atmosy/here of the home and under the sympatheti
care of the mother than in the artificial surrounding
of a school; on the other, that children quite earh
need a woild of their own, and that they are hindereim their development by having to conform to th(
material surroundings and speed of movements o
grown-ups. There is truth in both these contentions
and It has become the rule in the best infant schooli
that everything shall be of a size and weight suited t<
the child's physical attainments, so that he may fee
at home in his environment and educate himsel;
through such purposeful occupations as the home
would supply.

We propose that our Nursery Schools shall be or
these imes, that they shall be veritable " children's
h' jses " where ihe little ones live in a ^orid of theii
own in the company of theu- peers, and exercise and
develop their bodies and minds in activities necessary
to their own convenience and comfort: dressing and
washing themselves; sweeping, dusting and arrang-
ing their rooms, tending their gardens and even help-
ing to prepare their own midday meal. If it is objected
that this is too much for little children to do, it should
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be remembered that the aim is educative and not
utilitarian—the process rather than the end. For
instance, a child may be allowed to spend half an hour
on the xperiment of fastening his shoe-lace if he is

anxious to do so. Dolls and their concerns and games
of pretence and imagination wi'l find a place in the
child's school life, and there will be provision for sense
training on lines of spontaneity and freedom, but
formal methods and material will have less importance
than in the ordinary infant school.

For we hope to be able to keep our little ones in

constant contact with nature. Whenever possible,

they will wander in the fields or in the park and learn
colours from the earth -^nd sky, trees, mists, grass,

flowers and insecvs; train their ears to the sound of
falling rain, the wmd in the trees and the songs of the
birds; develop their senses of form and number in

communion with all the shapes of creation; their

bodies in the air and sunshine and their sculs in the
mystery of growth and life. The teacher here, even more
than in the schools for older children, will be an observer
first, ever watchful to remove hindrances to the child's

individual and social development, and strong in her
belief in human nature as it may with her co-ope/ation
express itself in her little charges.

Such is a brief outline of our plans for education
in New Town. They involve some fundamental
changes in established custom and ideals, and, as
changes are not to be made lightly or without due
reason, it may be well to summarise what v/e hope for

as the results of our venture; education being a means
to ends, what are some of the chief ends we hope to
attain ?

THE RESULTS: Perhaps the most far-reaching of these

Joy in Work. ^"^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^^ attitude towards work.
Ruskin tells us that

'

'when men are rightly

occupied, their amusement grows out of their work,

^P iii!^.j. ^. »MmmBm,
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as colour-petals out of a fniitful flower." Jov in w(
arises mamly from two conditions: the natural ex
cise of one's faculties, and the satisfaction of i
creative instinct. Just as a healthy, normal ch
enjoys eating and exercising his limbs, so will he fi
pleasure m acquiring knowledge and in using his int
lectual faculties If we supplj him with the kind
knowledge suited to him and leave him freedom ai
&cope to think and use that knowledge in his own waWhat experience there is of education by means
practical activities shows that these do appear to 1

undertak-n by the child in the spirit of zest Vnd eagc
ness which accompanies the satisfaction of a neeine reality and obvious usefulness of the work almake appeal to the creative instinct, which is hard
touched by the academic work of th3 ordinary schorIn the days of the cathedral-builders a chUd's cduG
tion was first in the home through the home crafts (spmnmg weaving, breadmaking and the like, an
afterwards m the workshop. Something of this mseek to restore.

Discipline of Another result which we hope to achiev|g«Uneou.by New Town methods is closely cor

linP whiVh" r*^ *^^ foregoing. It is the discipime which comes from vigorous activity and sustaine
effort It is usually regarded almost as axiomatic tha

?rni ^^'fy^^f
can only come through tasks impose,from without and undertaken by the child more o

ess unwilhngly. Yet it seems obvious that a volun
tary, spontaneous effort, in which the child conquer
his own mertia through his desire to reach a certaii

nScf'o'?'"
^^^",^?" the simple joy of overcoming ai

obstacle, must be more potent in the formation ocharacter than any work, however irksome, whici

olf^^l "^^ •.°''^ il
grudging obedience to aroutside authority. The spontaneous concentration

of the Montessori child ^ so marked a featm-e oitnat system, that teachers sometimes have to restrain
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it, even as one prevents a hungry child from over-
eating.

The free, vigorous and joyous .exercise of
his faculties appears to have a beneficial
effect on the moral development of the child.
There is no necessity for "punishment in the

Montessori ocnool. The head master of the elementary
boarding-school already referred to has observed that
a bad-tempered, troublesome boy seems, under the
influence of his handwork, to develop a moral calm.
People visiting schools where freedom and natural
self-education have been to any extent practised
notice an unusual friendliness and comradeship on the
part of the children both towards each other and to
their elders. Interest and joy in work seem to act as
regulating moral forces, creating that sympathy and
affection towards one's fellows which, if given full
scope, may develop an ever-wiJening conception of
human relationships, reaching out until it embraces
the whole of humanity.
This moral development should give meaning and

emphasis to the desire which most children express,
when it is not prematurely forced on them, for direct
religious instruction. We have given some thought to
this vexed question, and agree that when a child asks
for such instruction it should be given. There will be
simple lessons on the mythologies and religions of the
world and on the Bible as history and literature, which
will form part of the ordinary school course. The
ritual of such school functions as morning assembly
will afford opportunity for a simple form of worship,
and also for any direct moral or religious teaching
which may be thought desirable. In addition the Group
Tutor will arrange for talks on religious principles,
such as those expressed in the Sermon on the Mount

I
and other sacred writings; and special periods for the
general or indiv' " j discussion of the children's
ethical problems, vl answers, if any, will be thought
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out, at times perhaps through silent meditation, by
Tutcr and pupils as seekers together for truth.

increMed Partly as a result of the new social and

Co-oper«tioa intellectual outlook of the school, but more
between as a direct consequence of the practical

U^ceV*^ nature of much of its work, we may look

ChiWs En- for increased co-operation between all edu-
ironment. cational forces. Parents will come into

touch with the academic and social sides of

school life by their increased attendance at school

lectures, debates, recitals and ceremonial functions

—

there is no reason whv they should not be invited to

join even in morning prayers. Children, on the other

hand, by their association with the real work and
workers of the world as educational factors, will gain in

sjrmpathy, respect and reverence for their elders. The
increased and vital interest of young people in their

own education should be a great' stimulus to continua-

tion work. The grouping together and common use of

all buildings associated with educational and social

activities should symbolise to every member of the

town, adult or child, the oneness of education and life;

and should make adult education play a more impor-

tant part in the social affairs of the community than it

does at present. And most of all, perhaps, we shall

begin to realise the value of the necessary work of the

world as a means of education and abundance of life.

Influence on ^"^ hence, in time, should come a happy

Indistrial change in the industrial and social conditions
Conditions of the town. A child educated in the New
of Town. Town way can never become a mere automa-

ton, content in the inain to spend the rest of his life in

adding up figi.^-es in a ledger, or in making the twentieth

part of a pin. Having occupied himself intelligently

and joyously '

i useful creative work in the school

workshops, he >vill claim self-expression in work, and
will not be content with the philanthropist's panacea

of increased leisure. He will no longer seek satisfaction
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National

System.

in the pleasures of the Cinema or of Hampstead Heath
on a Bank Holiday, but will realise himself in the
spirit of a present-day craftsman who writes:

" To serve the right muter, that is freedom.
" To do the right work as well as he can, that is independence;
" To aim, not at pleasure directly as compensation for his

servile estate, but at self-development and an extended horixon.
" He wants not comfort, but your * \v9 to sacrifice himself

for a decent end.

" Not safety, but to confront danger unmoved.
" Not hygienic surroundings, but an invulnerable body."

We shall probably be asked how far

oSewTown* frankly experimental scheme such as

Education that of New Town will be recognised by
with the education authorities, and so be in connec-

tion with, and a vital part of, the educa-
tional organisation of the country. We do

not wish to cut ourselves off from the national system

;

we believe that our experiment, though it may be
more difficult, will be far more valuable if it is made
under the usual conditions of school administration

than as an isolated venture protected in some degree

from impartial criti ism and possible unsympathetic
control. As regards the Lor Authority, we recognise

that we may hav^ to constitute ourselves a " non-
provided " school, and be responsible for our own
buildings; but the Central Authority, the Board of

Education, in its latest Code extends a special welcome
to experimental schools, and we therefore anticipate

no difficulty in obtaining official recognition. The
possible cost of the scheme may be urged against

it ; but we would remind readers that the Gary experi-

ment was originally made largely for purposes of

economy, and that it has apparently justified itself on
this ground. It is, however, obviously impossible to

make a definite statement at present on the subject

of absolute or relative expense.

The foundations of our ideal lie in the truth
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expressed by Paul :
" Know ye not that your bodies are

?SteS of the Holy Spirit? " The educator needs

oVeme'mbl?W that'this is t-e of every m^
woman and child; he must have complete faith m that

soirit and strive to remove all hmdrances to its free

Sd ill expression. E..ry lesson that he gives, mdeed

Ws whole work, will thus become a religious service

and^onsecration. with faith and freedom as the chief

articleTof its creed. Freedom is a much misunderstood

Sid ma^yed word. So far from being opijosed to

^scipline freedom is only attained through it; not.

Sver through the discipline of rues or pubhc

oS'but thr'ough that of c-st-t -fe^^^^^^^

inward voice, by which alone ^^e *mth that mal^es^^^^

free can be revealed. We must learn to trust me,

S^daUy life as manifested in the " little chUd yet

eSs in the might of heaven-bom freedom on [his]

S's height." We must be ready to sacrifice our

caSly lafd plans and deeply rooted convictions and

sefourLves iti all humUity to learn .^^fdom of the

chUd himself. For in education especial y is it true.

'' mo^ver will save his life shall lose it: but who-

soevef^U lose his life for My sake, the same shall

.



CHAPTER VII

THE HOMES AND SOCIAL LIFE OF NEW TOWN
" / am interested in housing because I am interested in homing. I

want houses for souls as well as for bodies."—Margaret MacDonald.

The Homes ^T will already have been made clear that
New Town our New Town is to be a place where a
demands, new life is to be Uved. There will be a fresh
atmosphere, the breath of a common striving for
worthy ends. In the daily bread-winning undertaken
by the captains of industry and by the rank and file,

each man will no longer look on his own things, but
every man also on the things of others. Intellectual
life for child and adult will no longer be a thing apart,
pursued for selfish ends, nor the mark of a caste of
privileged persons cut off from their fellows in the
workshops and the fields. Civic life will not be merely
the concern of a few, or something which touches a
few only of the needs of the mdividual; it will concern
itself with our " daily bread," and with intellectual
development, and with the thousand and one needs
between and beyond, which can best be considered in
common.
A people spending its days thus, working in a wider

field than that in which the daily task is now performed,
must needs express itself in a noble private life, and
have homes worthy of free and enlightened folk. There
must be opportunity for a broader and a deeper home
life, more private and yet more shared, more varied and
yet more peaceful, than can be lived in the houses and
streets of to-day. The dweUings which we are planning
are to be the shrines for the most intimate and sacred
moments of men and women who are sharing in the

H 113
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Etion^ts romance; the >«=' to ,*^<* haPPY

^^X"^t^°Sutino«»^,
S:u"5^r ofen^S-pSefSt^;-^e lare

"
"fk^ ?£eSg out of the town, the.tructure oi^e

dw^tog^rmust have relation to its ends so that

ttlmSfrial iorm must be coni^'rf^bY.^^.fXl

S^as laundering, the making of bread and cakes

'^d prese^vTs. havf passed out of the hoxn^ ^en m^e

memory of some of the housekeepers of to^^^^ i^

number of meals, too. prepared and eaten away ^o

home in restaurants and clubs is
"^frf^^^^f-J^^jf̂ n^

stated that the workmg classes will ^^^ ag^^Xbiy
form of common domestic service. This ^s ProDaoiy

tn^at oresent
• but the kind of expenence-e.g. that oi

cXg Sel Ufe. or of clubs and rest-rant^^^

makfs the better-paid classes see the adv^tages ot

diniiTg rooms, is openmg the eyes of the workers to

^'^eU^pCefhouses will bring relief from d^dge^

and thl^irking cares "^^P^^^^^ frtum reacfon
domestic arrangements, and this "^'^ *""\

^^^f„°i5
the inhabitants. For men and for chUdren, there wu

W^^^isf^a^-^m
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be new possibilities in houses where individuality

need not be cramped by " outward cumbers," and
where there may be privacy for each and a common
life for all. But for women the whole outlook will be
changed: a point to which return will be made later.

Meanwhile let us try to foreshadow what, in bricks

and mortar, in tile and timber, will be the embodiment
of New Town ideals applied to Home and Social Life.

The Town OuT New Town will have as centre its

Centre and public buildings set in a garden where the
itsBuUdings.

gj.ggjjjjggg ^f ^j-^gg ^^^ grass, the tints of

flowers and fruits, will give joy to the citizen. Now, it

will not be a large place, this New Town : we may think
of it as one of our country towns of to-day developed,

not in size, but in breadth of view. The affairs of life

will have much in common for all, so that there must
be meeting-places for the citizens. The central build-

ings must therefore include a Town Hall or a Common
Hall, and also provide meeting-places and committee-
rooms for farmers and craftsmen, and offices for Unions
and Guilds—the whole very different from the stuffy

town halls occupied by clerks and officials, where
nowadays too often the real owners, the workers and
ratepayers, feel or art v.iade to feel insignificant and
out of place. The main Hall, which should be built as

soon as the town can afford to do so, will serve for

general gatherings of the citizens, and at first also as

Concert Hall and probably as Theatre as well. Near the

centre also will be the Library and some form of

Museum and Art Gallery—we shall not be long before

needing the first-named of these for the town. Not
far off will be the Schools, bordering on the Park and
Pla5dng Fields. Close at hand, and also on the border

of the main open space, if possible, would be the Guest
House, the People's House and the National Kitchen,

which will be described a little further on.

As important and central as the Town Hall will be
the Store, as described in Chapter IV. It will be a

>-* TW.. ak L- 1'
I'«frp:'^"t^:^
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continuous market, corresponding to t^^^^^^^^

eastern cities or the fairs oi our forefathers. A owns

Se ^U aU. as consumers, find common ground

TeMe in the Town Hall building they wou^^^^^^^

in groups or in Council as producers. Some later anQ

newStown may perhaps more naturally express its

?omrionW by a Cathedral or Temple at its centre^

mwho a?e founding the New Town find our bond in

Tr de^re for extendfng into industry and agicuKure

and into every possible phase
°f ^f

'

*^^^f^^^^^^^
co-operation. Hence, we are content tohave for ceaxr

of our civic life, as in a medieval town, the meetmg

Sound of tho^ concerned in production for use

Srs and consumers aUke. In tia.a. perhaps, the

SrongspMt of coZunity which we seek to encourage

?n nnr town may issue in more united provision for

;"ommoi ^rshS^than the towns of to-day can show^

,
" Although, as aheady pointed out. we are

^el^hbour.
tblnkingofbutasmaUcounttytownoc^^^^^^

ho<5.. ing with its farms and orchards only tour

or five squ^^e miles and including but a ^ewf
ousa^

ShaHtants. yet even this is too large a body tojoi^

one closely-klnit group
^i^^'^^^^Zd ih^L^^^^^

land, the buildings already on i and the p^^M ^o^

as speciaUy suitaoie ^o uevciup
internal erouo-

onv tendencv to over-centrahsation. While the btore

e^rw;^^^ms^'^.ir^iWS-/''<imm7wmBWk'rs
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adjoining it, and should have the park and pla5dng-

fields as well as the gymnasium close at hand, yet local

enterprise or natural features or existing roads or

what not might suggest other craft-rooms or recreation

grounds nearer the circumference. Thus there might
be far from the centre a Bird Park, or an Inn or Rest
House, meeting the needs which the tea-garden now
attempts, perhaps even a Village Green or a Rural Stage.

We have seen that the type of house

jtoiSne™*
required cannot be considered apart from
the general scheme of town planning.

Neither can it be considered apart from the industrial

system: as we are constantly reminded to-day, the

solution of the housing problem depends on income.

Now, whatever our individual ideals, the projectors

G'f the New Town have not thought public opinion

ready for equalisation of incomes. Those wL ' ^**'"1

is equal payment for all, may, however, rejoice ai . 'o

factors in New Town working towards their goal, m
the first place, the arrangements for the common good
will add materially to real wages—for instance, spend-
ing power will be increased by the work of the Central

Store in organising supplies and in eliminating the

middleman. And, secondly, there should also be a rise

in real wages through the abolition of private profit, and
increased productivity resulting from really effective

co-operation. Perhaps at the same time there may be,

through the growth of the spirit of service, a lowering

of the salaries claimed by directors and managers.
At first, however, there will be salaried posts, approxi-

mating to those in the general commercial and pro-

fessional world, and there will, as under present Trade
Unionism, be differing rates of wages.

There will, therefore—even though wemay
dispense with palatial residences, Edward
Carpenter's " desirable mansions "—inevit-

ably be demands for houses of different accommodation.
T*; le will not, however, be different districts allocated

Types of
Houses.

^ TmrmirimmfirtrrTi^mi^m.'^smaimxB? ^iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iinini
1 im h
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*« fhem resulting presently in an "East End" and

1 '' wS't EnT^^^^ interspersing of the two types

trivances and household conveniences now usu^ y

mav be easily added as the tamily grows up.
differences

Xste So'^xist. whereby one Pers?n
-f^^^^^^

'The!'Lfs:np'rSrecl^^^^
rd^XeTts^otShemayhaveampleh
To each according to his temperament!

In housing, as elsewhere in the New
THE HOME J n production must be for use.

«°"^- whether or not the mines ^e for the

DhTfor us a Home House. Though the first ^m is not

KLntag o! a House BeautiM, we are not wi hout

^^IZ in working out a Home House we s^ be

rrp^tin? houses not only comfortable and pleasMt to

Uve in and restful to the eye within; but also with an

out^Sd comdiness that shall be pleasiiig and m the

Jra^seniXautiful. Our idea is to work rem withm

and tr^s??ha?^r architects will consider it a worthy

tasVS combine the P^K^'" ^.^''XZ i^^^
Working on this principle, they will surely by degrees

Sce^ot onlyV^t dwelUngs but an adequate

and worthy style of domestic architecture.

The Home House must be open to sun and an: its

aspeSfoTosen as to be the most effective su^trap

^Se on the site. It must provide pnvacy within

m3 .
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&nd without, and yet its aspect must not present

a forbidding exclusiveness to the passer-by, nor its

gardens or approaches be so shut in as to interfere with
the general plan of the road. Its interior must be so

arranged as to avoid unnecessary labour in passing

from room to room, from coal-store to fire-place,

or from cooking-stove to table, and above all in

cleaning.

Ease and pleasure in cleaning would
involve the omission of many mouldings on
ceilings or headings on wood-work. They

would demand floors of hard wood easy to polish (except

where tiles are preferable) and doorsteps and window-
sills needing swilling rather than scrubbing. They
would require well-made yet simple fittings for windows
and doors, and many improved plumbing devices.

These fittings and their parts, made in the New Town
workshops, might in some cases be standardised after

they had stood the test of time and use. Extremely
important in this connection is the proper provision

of cupboards and keeping-places, well fitted with
shelves, hooks, etc. Their absence causes constant work
and irritation—for it is impossible for everything to

be in its place unless there is a place for everything.

Their presence makes it possible to keep a house tidy

without much difficulty, and to leave rooms and passage
ready for the cleaner. Paint inside the house may
often be avoided, and the wood-work treated like the

polished floors. But there are those who prefer the

brightness of paint and its various advantages—and
even labour-saving must not be pursued at the cost

of a limiting uniformity!

Light and warmth must be thought of in

connection with every detail of the plan,

so that each part of the house may be aa well

suited as possible for its purpose. Windows require

careful planning, with thought for aspect and outlook,

as well as for light, ventilation, room for furniture and

Light and
Warmth.

m^^mjw^^
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fittings, and ease of cleaning from within. In some
rooms the morning sun is especially welcome ; among
these is the bath-room ! We have not in our climate

enough sunshine to shade our rooms by a verandah;

but there might be a loggia where the open air could

be enjoyed under shelter. Failing this, a small part of

the garden next the house, flagged or concreted, may
be useful. It makes an excellent playground for

children, especially if it is large enough to have a sand

heap. Open-air bedrooms should be possible, perhaps

by means of movable partitions. Flat roofs, too, may
be useful for some kinds of open-air life.

Artificial heating is more complex, affecting cooking,

heating and the general warming of the house. It

should not, however, be beyond the wit of engineers

and architects, working together at an early stage, to

meet household require inents economically in all senses.

It has often been stated that to lay on a hot-water

supply for a group of houses is too expensive. It can

hardly (within limits as to the size of the group) be as

expensive in working as the supplying of each one

separately, though capital expenditvu-e may be heavier.

Again it is said that it is difficult to arrange that the

hot-water supply shall be used for heating the house.

This has been managed in some places, and that

some use can be made of the pipes and cisterns is

obvious when they pass through a linen-cupboard or

below a shelf. Let these problems of the heating of

several houses, and of the combination of the supply

of hot water and general heating, and kindred questions,

be attacked as seriously as the question of flying has

been attacked since 1914. and some great advantages

will surely be gained. There should be some check

by meter, or otherwise, on the use of the supply, and
payment might be made accordingly.

In many cases (until the gradual exhaustion of the

coal supply "-• brought home to us) people will prefer

to spend a c siderable part of their available income

U --<_E7 . r.-. -J.3* . (K/ 'W (=>
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in the luxury of open fires. These folk need not pay
for other people's radiators, and should be free to
indulge their taste so long as no smoke nuisance or
other inconvenience is caused by it. This is another
point for the architect and engineer, who must also
provide for the convenient storage of coal. The question
of the supply of gas or electricity is one for the govern-
ing body of the town, and it will be determined by
national action as to the proposed electric power
stations. Many of our household problems would,
indeed, be solved by electricity if it were available at
reasonable cost for heating as well as lighting.

Rooms. ^* Soes without saying that in each house
there must be not only a bath but a bath-

room, with hot and cold water laid on (both preferably
from the common supply). The morning sun has
been mvited to shine in. and the general heating supply
should provide pipes here, and private choice may add
a radiator: a chilly bathroom discourages cleanliness.
The needs of each member of the family should be con-
sidered m determining the number of bedrooms. Their
outlook should be carefully considered in planning.
They are important places, these sanctuaries where each
onemay be alone and himself. As regards sitting-rooms
there should be at least two: one for meals, the other
a place where for can sit and work or rest or play,
apart from the business of eating. But the former may
well take the place of kitchen, especially if only the
mmor meals are prepared at home. This household
refectory may then be warmed by whatever stove, gas
or electric, does simple cooking or keeps warm the
dishes delivered from the central kitchen. If used for
nothing else but meals it need not be large, and if well
shelved and cupboarded may contain most household
stores of china, food, etc.. though a well-placed larder
should be at hand. A small adjacent room for washing-
up and small household jobs would take the place of
the scullery. If washing appliances are requfred in

1
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separate homes they would be fitted here-but it is

hoped that this need not be necessary.

Thus our requirements include pnvate rooms and

the foUowing common rooms—a sittmg-room, and

a speciaUy fitted eating-room or re ectory replacing

the kitchen, and a scullery. The two former ma>

advantageously open the one from the other.

^^
the scullery froir. the refectory. There must be a

bathroom, and sanitary accommodation shouW b^

separate from it. The private rooms are to allow oni

bedroom for each adult who needs it Larger anc

smaller houses would of course be needed accordmg ti

the size of the group reeding a common home.

We have imagined a house with spac

Furniture. ^^^ jj j^^ ^^^ air in which to move—simpl

and. let us hope, beautiful as left by the builders Th

family enters, and air. space, light and line are blocke

out by their household gods-the furniture. To

often are people tied to their furniture, and their hvei

especially those of the women-folk spoUed thereb]

New Town houses must help to make these idols an

this slavery impossible! AU keeping-places should I

buUt in as part of the original design, so that the presei

movable (frequently unmovable) wardrobes and ches

of drawers, bookcases and sideboards may be doi

awav with. Cosy corners and window seats and oth

niches and nooks may be fitted so as to replace mar

chairs and couches. Folding tables hmged to the WJ

wiU take less room than central ones, and be bett

for work and writing-especially if carefully placed

to Ught and convenient shelves. Washmg-stands a]

dressing-tables are obviously replaceable by fixturi

What remains? Certainly very httle upholster

furniture will be wanted, though cushions of ma

kinds, and rugs, will be welcome For the comm

rooms we shall need a dining-table or tables, and
•'

sitting-room there would be space for a n.usi

ixistrument or a painter's easel or a movable table
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other thing^ for the leisure pursuits of its occupants.
tor the bedroom practically all essentials except the
bed have been arranged for; so that even in a small
room there would be room for this and a chair or two
and the small equipment which would enable the owner
to carry on here any pursuit or hobby not provided form his mdustry or in the common parts of the hcise.
What a saying of daily, weekly and yearly cleaning

by this simplification of furniture i What a sense of
freedom of movement in the house, and from house to
house if desired! What an emancipation from the
burden of possession! A young couple coula enter
theii- new home without fettering themselves in the
chams of the hire-purchase system. And the makers
of furniture? Such of them as were not busy in col-
laboratmg with the architects would have golden
opportunities of designing and making for each fresh
entrant to the dignity of a room or a house just those
tfimgs which he and no one else needs to live with.

Garden. ^°^* householders will desire a private
garden for home-life out of doors. But these

must be so arranged as not to spoU the effect of the
grouping of houses and the appearance of the roads of
tne town. The gardens bordering on these highways
should not be cut off too sharply from each other, and
the stnp next to the public path should be cared form common by a " central " or " local " gardener, who
might also be available at times for employment by
those not wishing to attend to their own private
gardens. ^

We have shown how the burden of
increasing toil which rests upon the
shoulders of the housewife to-day might
be lightened by more careful designing of

,. - . ,
*^® ^o^sc and its furniture. Further

relief for the home-maker, and perhaps incidentaUy
a solution of many of the problems of domestic service.

TOWARDS A
SIMPLIFIED
HOUSE-
KEEPING.

%
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could evidently be secured by various forms of cc

operation in such work, and these we shall now pre

ceed to discuss. But in doing so it should be mad
quite plain that New Town will not propose to fore

any of the suggested arrangements upon its inhabit

ants, but will rather hold itself in readiness to mr«

promptly the demands that they may make for sue

assistance.

Grouped So far, like the Master Builder, we ha\

CA-op«r«tive been thinking of homes for "father an
Homes. mother and troops of children "; but thei

are other household groups. For these, and also f(

the ordinary family,, various types of co-operati\

housekeeping have been proposed, and successh

experiments have been made. At Letchworth or

such scheme provides a common restaurant with

permanent staff for catering and for the care «

the outside of the houses, the common colonnade

etc.; whilst another is simpler, a common mid-da

meal only being providp'^ for the group, each hous<

keeper taking responsibility for it for a month in turi

For women only there are flats in London of the form<

type, and residences in Garden Suburb, Hampsteat

were tried on a slightly different plan.

After the war, dwelling-places for single people <

reduced families and other small groups will doubtle

be in demand. Some competent woman may find h(

place as House-mother to a larger Home House—wil

small flats or suites of rooms and some larger rooms i

common. A successful homestead of this kind woul

grow along its own lines; but some analogy may 1

found in a residential College or Hostel or in a so-calle

Hydropathic Establishment. A quadrangular grov

of cottage houses suggests itself as a possible fori

Why should almshouses and mediaeval colleges mon
polise this pleasant arrangement? In a later part i

this chapter another plan of co-operative work ar

living is proposed.
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The enterprises suggested here and in subsequent
sections would probably be worked by subsidiary
companies subject to the regulations of the Parent

^^nF^^r
'"""^

°}- *^2" ^'"6 organised by Associa-
tions of Co-operative Tenants.

Wonun'. ^^^ ^°i^^..*J!^"S provided, how is it to be
Work. JJ*"JS«<^ ^. .

The place of the woman is in

sDrin^ fn !.« r ""? *' *^^ '¥y *^^* ^" doubtlessspnng to the lips of many; and it will be accepted bvthe promoters of New Town, with the addition that

Sd ^\ r ?
P^*" /" ^***^ ^"^ Tow"' in educationand m mdustry. or let us say simply, " she has her

tfeht'^r^^^-".
When large-^kle indus?^ o

the eighteenth and nmeteenth centuries took out of

!n^ w*!"°* °"^y spinning and weaving, but sewing

^t^'^^^^' "?* ^"-y ^'^^^' b"t jam-making iSdbread-makmg also, women had to go forth and do

Fnr TJ '" factories under less congenial conditions.

fnl fif f^™"^ "^"i'^^'
™°'^ *^^ eve'" ^'^ it become

true that a man's work's from sun to sun. but awoman s work is never done." On the other hand
middle-class women, relieved of many of their re-
sponsibUities, jomed as a rule the idlers of Societyashamed of acknowledging even the small part left
to them m household arts, and anxious to disown
whatever useful work they still did. Not evensewing a fine seam was legitimate-only fancy work

?en1jiT^
at art Are we in our New Town to

replace the useless Victorian " lady " by her great-
gi^dparent type, or by her twentieth-century
granddaughters, experts in some business or craft

woraa^y?^^"^
*^** "^^"^ "°* ^°"°^'^y considered

Women of ,,
^^^ ^"^^"^ '^ ^keady in part given by

To^Uy. tne demand for women in industrial life

lifH^.^ ^".
^^l"" ^^^'^ ^°'" ^"^'"y int° professionai

me---demands and claims which are likely to be at
least as insistent in the future. Yet the very fact that
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woman has at last won her place in the world, and

proved her power to work alongside man, or even, as

has been seen in war-time, in his place, has made her

now almost content to speciaUse in domestic affairs.

The " advanced woman," in the pioneer days of her

struggle towards emancipation, had for a time to

ignore them. Since she has shown that she can do

other work, she is now no longer afraid to take special

interest in what has been looked down upon as

" women's work."
There is another factor to take mto

And of To- account. Rightly or wrongly, the woman
morrow.

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^f^^^ Oj.

munition factory, the girl who has been " on her

own " on a farm or 'bus, or Uved an open Ufe of camara-

derie in the W.R.E.N.S. or the W.A.A.C.S., will not

readily " go back into the home." Woman and girl

both want a home, and want a mate, and want

children—but they also want independence. The

girl is not going with her eyes open to be the

drudge that her mother—often for the girl's sake—is

to-day.

Tjjg
Hence will arise an increasing demand foi

Household some communal household services in Nev
Services. Town, which will be met by means of th<

" National Kitchen " and some form of Househok

Auxiliary Corps. The girl who would refuse " to go bad

into the home " as drud ,e for her parents, oi even fo

her " boy," would readily join the staff of a People'

Kitchen working in shifts with regular hours, or enlis

in a uniformed corps of Household AuxiUaries, to g(

round at fixed times to houses and flats to do cleaniiii

and polishing, table-laying or even cooking. Afte

marriage, when closely engaged with her youn

children, she, and other young married women, woul

be free, not only from iier business in the corps c

elsewhere, but from many of the household burden

and Jack-of-all-trade roles, which too often unf

' .-lu.A>K-'9'^
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cWJ.v^n?'''
"^ *°-^^y ^^' ^^^"y "bothering their

iesiaurant « ^, t^ S ^itchen Will need careful
ti ought. Far-seeing management shouldmake .c ^n important factor in social and industrial We

Te^rTwo^d' 'r'
^"' '"^^' ^"^ above auTumtn

h?,f^' ii f""^^'
°^ *^°'^^' provide restaurant meals-but should also, combining the experience of various

mfnfanr
''"^ °^' "J-Js'complet^with table eq^^^^^ment and every part of the repast required, or cookeddishes only, bread, butter, condiments and other addi

com l&^?f'^ ? '^^ ^°"^^ - *h^ local infntroom Shifts of workers and attendants with com-paratively short hours would be required for daUvservice would be necessary throughout the 'year. Notonly kitchen but even scullery and larder might w^th

nald from T^eT'l^''^''^'"' '' *^^^ sort ieeht

'

nated from the dwelhng-house. The capital cost ofhousing and upkeep would thus be greatly reduced •

stlfo? t?b1 'r' '"^^r
^^°"°"^y For'^househofd

stores of table men. plate, china, etc., might bereduced to a mmmium if the People's Kitchen held a

StL'\"tir'^r 'r
^^^^^^^'^^ use as requ^ed!

Wfiil *
. M^ ^^^^ °^ P°*^ ^"d pans and variouskitchen utensils might be small.

Household ^J^l
Household Auxiliary Corps will be

Auaiiaries. experts in household arts, the maioritv

,«tc o 1
"^ all-round people, others being special-ists as cleaners or needlewomen, cooks or wfitreSs.'

These should cover frS?^vf„.- S!"
^"^"''^ maternity benefits,

work and be proZrtioS to t£ '^^^^ """"^^ °^ *^«°« f'om
must look ^^^S^^tfi^cy^f^t^l^'''^^ ^^^°^^- ^^^ ^«
enable the mother if ^^ffhu* £^°^ pensions, which would
desirous of dS^K so tiadoiS^hi,^^^ y°"°S "^^^"-^ »°d
married life tending n^rho ^ * ^^^'^ profession for some years of

wearing ordSoSveb^a^nri?'*^'^"." ^V '"°"*^' P«™itting theK 01 aistmctive badges or kind of uniform, would be useful.

-•t ,.r 1* T-
E'

?l:^' VfcO 'UK TLKaBL-r-°-JBC^E9-' 9
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Household work done by sped^sts ^^^^^'^^
business-like than when relegated to ^^^er^gs^,

carried on by mothers brought up^ as most gr
^^_

nowadays, to office
«Vv,^^*?,^ ilnL^^^^

tramed in the house, ^he cr^-i^andant o^^^^^^ ^k^

should be some one-^vreter^^ly,^^^^' ^my and
necessarily, a

^<^"SJ7°*i^^e$iy^^^^^ would have
keen human sympathy. In ^ariy ^^y

^^^

fit in permanent ^nd temporaiy eng g ^^ ^^^^
time work, and ^^ork for certam c^Y^^^

^^

weekly; she must meet f^~S^"^^^^^^^ to her

her clientele, and be t»oth l^st and s^P
^^^

stafi. As time goes on ^he will have^o a g ^^

work, training or
^^^If^T^^^^a^^^^^^^^^ over to a

forewomen, and perhaps
''^^f'^^^^^^^^ auxiUaries.

self-governing ^^^^
co^s ne^?^^^^^^^^

^°"^^

The working of th\t°^!„Xver or by the worker
choice of worker by *^%^"^PlSgh thJcorps would
of her job-but engagements through^^^^^^^ P

necessiUy be more Wed mchoic^^^^ P^^

^rwould there be a^nything^^^revent^HoS

ries" or ol the Communal Kitchen Tte new "rg

sations wovad only '«^°^"„i^rfftrhouseholdi
co-operative metho^ met th^needs^J t^_^^^^ ^^.

rptx^'s-t^"T^"£-sss. rif;^s

i I

m^ri JlLmX-^
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gested, would probably develop in ways now impossible
to foresee—for they should be not machines, but living
bodies for the service of the commxmityand its members.
The Health The daily round of uneventful weeks is
Society. provided for in the Home House and by the
Household Auxiliary Corps and the Communal Kitchen

;

but there may arise contingencies and less frequent
needs. The home is at times a sanatorium or an emer-
gency ward. How is the New Town organisation to
help?

There will be akeady in existence the usual health
agencies of the district—visiting nurses, the staff of
the local medical officer of health, the school doctor
and nurses, the private practitioner and the benefits
of the National Insurance Act administered through
the various " Approved Societies."

But we know that there a-e many needs that are
not met by these agencies, and we therefore propose
to develop in New Town a supplementary health ser-
vice, aiming more definitely at the prevention of
•sease and breakdown than our medical services have
.en accustomed to do. A possible method of carrying

out this idea would be by the formation of a general
" Health Society," which should be an approved
society under the National Health Insurance scheme,
but would widen its scope to include voluntary unin-
surable members, and to provide many additional
services. The Parent Company would seek out a keen
and competent woman to act as manager of the
society, and there would be an immense field open for
her initiative and organising ability.

Its Services
^^^^^ 9^ ^^^ there would be a close associa-

' tion with the educational organisation.
The nurses and doctors employed by the society would
be advisers and teachers, both for parents and children,
in all matters relating to a healthy hfe. They would
supplement the efforts of the County Maternity and
Child Welfare Committee. Not only would S3rm-

'f'^mm^^w.m^^mt
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pathetic helv be brought to the home at times of

birth seriou. iUness and death, but also in those mmor

cases' of indisposition which so often tie the house-

mother too closely withindoors, or mean that a school-

going girl must be kept at home. What a relief also

to the mother would be the certainty, in tunes of sick-

ness of the help for even an hour a day of a skUlea

nurse, often replacing the dreaded and time-wastmg

visit to an out-patient department of an hospital; or

the services of a special Home Helper, who would look

after the house and the children when the mother

herself was laid aside at confinement or other times.

The society would also try to make ample provision

for the lending of medical and nursing apphances and

conveniences of every kmd.

Such an organisation—built up from its infancy

department at the beginning of Ufe, giving giidmg

care to mother and child, to its provision for the last

offices at the close of life, through an msurance de-

partment that might help to prevent the incursions

of profit-making- concerns at such a time-would

co-operate, we believe, with favourable conditions of

home and industrial life to produce a notable standard

of health in our town.
, , . ., ^^ ^t

, „ , It has been insisted that the scale ot

Homing too housing we have suggested is too expensive

espensive? for the average worker, that bedrooms

to the number necessary to meet all famUy needs,

an airy house with simple conveniences and a

garden for each famUy, is too much to ask for. As a

concrete illustration of this, it is stated that an addi-

tional cupboard means twopence per week extra rent.

But may it not well be that the lack of a cupboard

may mean daily annoyance, and a loss of time and

energy to the extent of two hours of the home-maker s

time per week. Is not her time worth to the com-

munity more than a penny per hour?

The few shillings in rent per week necessary to meet

wmr'-iiiS^','' •wor^rMm^-'MZMsr'F^^^sfCz
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b^'or^Led hi?h^r''7°°'"
^"^ conveniences must^provided by the family earnings in jome way. But

IS It not clear that the freeing of the home-maker fromdomestic drudgery will in many cases free her Zproductive work which will indirectly (or directly if

aSo7al&e? ^'^^^^^"^ ^^^^~ ^ -" -
Part-time There are many ways in which groups of

Swork ^^f
^"g-houses could be provided with some

roo^'^^'^'^^^tf^ communal features. These might

Whpfh^r. fK^'
.^^j: ^-^^"^Ple, washhouses and kitchens.

WT^ether this is the hne of development most desirable
^1 depend on the provision made locally or centrally
of kitchens on National " lines. Again! the need Sa common quiet room for adult study 'ochSdren^shome-work is often expressed nowadays. And a

h"on.f '">f^Ti'°i"
^^' ^^'° ^^^" "^-^^ that groups ofhouses should have communal work-rooms wherewomen from the same or neighbouring groups couldmeet for some smiple industi^. Industries in wSthere is a large proportion of hand- or light macW^ework would be smtable, such as many brfnches ofSieclothmg or dressmaking trades, or weaving. Thesework-rooms might make use of electric power in some

cases, and some might be the local kitchen or launZ^lotments might be organised in common, giS
cuiratTs '\t" "k °'

f^"^^^'
^^enhouses^an!

cultivators. The makmg of am might also be pro-fitably undertaken by a small group of worV^rs; andthekeepmg of bees or poultry. Some women ^ouMcarry on work of other kinds, literary or artistic or

t'hTs horth;
^^'^

'""f ?^ ^^"^^^ ^^^'^'^^ I« no

^IhZ nLrr^J? "^l"*"'-
°' ^"*^°^' "^^^^d as well

In ^r 'r? -^ •

^^"^ ^°"''"^ ^nd household service ?In the school it is qmte possible that some teachersmight come for mommg or afternoon work only for

^oriZ"'P"t' r-
'' ''^''''^ ''^''' i" the lengthUdworkmg day that is suggested. After a few years of

"FJ^arrr. /»• * «jfiAy«-^TBKS«BC;arJt»r-;s ^p%!^^S^''.," 5»fe'
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married life a woman is often glad to take up teachmg

again; and it is quite certain that more women

teachers would marry if some such prospect were open

to them. Many women would, in the ordinary course,

enter industry, as at present, for full time; but there

is also scope for half-time employment if managers

would organise it, women perhaps workmg in pairs.

Women might also register \vith firms or the central

bureau as seasonal hands, to give certain tmie when

required; and might thus help to form a reserve

or pool of labour, useful in a place where the evils of

casual labour are to be avoided. The Household

Auxiliary Corps would naturally be able to give part-

time employment to women.

RECREATION We hav'=i tried to show how the daily

AND AMUSE- work of the folk of New Town may be

MENTS. jnade joyful and interesting, and their

homes spacious, beautiful and healthy. If this can be

done, we shall expect to find little demand for the more

unhealthy forms of interest and excitement which are

prominent in our towns to-day. Instead of the music-

hall picture house and professional football ground,

as we know them, we hope to see in our town com-

munal provision for recreation and social intercourse

improved so as to be more worthy of the dignity

of the human spirit. As a result of the encourage-

ment given to all forms of self-expression, the

absence of driving and excessive monotonous labour

in factories, and the appeal to the loyalty of co-

operation in all activities, there will sprmg up all

kinds of clubs and societies bringing the citizens

together for every form of physical, intellectual

and artistic recreation. In the early days of Letch-

worth this sort of free association in leisure hours

developed vigorously and was very helpful m associ-

ating together members of different classes. It was

jestingly said that every inhabitant was a member
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of at least half-a-dozen societies, and the secretary ofone. 10 give proper opportunity for all forms of socialpleasure the town itself, at first tbroughThe Parent

SoT "'^ ""' '' "^'^ ^^-^
'' -^ --P^e

Outdoor Tr/r'"u^^
outdoor team games, so dear to

Games. ^nglishmen. there will be the large Central

K„ 1 u ^ '
"^^^ ^y '"^^ schoolboys and girls and

in^c^ Sv'
'""^

""l^"'.
^^""P^' ^' ^^" as smaller^grounds

houTd^h^l^"''^ °i
'^' '"^"- A S«°d swimming-bathshould be provided as soon as possible

File's rr,^f''^*J!^
pleasures of conversation and

Ke/ ""^^"^^ hospitality we should hope to im-
prove on the efforts of the publican and thebrewery companies. In place of a number of smdlstuffy and unhealthy public-houses, we pStu^e agenerously.planned and attractive central restaurantor Peoples House," close to the civic centre Itopens on one side to the pubhc park, offerinir itshospitality there in the form of an open-air cafrunder

refresh'the^T
'^'

"i'^'"'-
"^^^ ^^"^^ *° -^t an<lretresh themselves, and music and simple entertain-ments enhven the summer evenings. It^is connectedalso perhaps, with the school on one side, andTth thePeople s Kitchen " on the other. Within doors

or IrLTl"' *^f '

'' "^^^^ '^^''^-' accommodation
for friends to meet around its tables, and in all formsof indoor recreation. It will at first be without a licen^and m connection with this, as well as with siiSSmaUer centres in the various " neighboShrdT^
that may be developed, the question of licence or nohcence may from Jme to time be submitted for decisionto the vote of the inhabitants.

aecision

The Guest
Another New Town institution of import-

House, ance will be the Guest House, which might

PeoDle's Honcf
"managed in connection with the

ZFh M ,
' °l

^^ ^ separate enterprise. For bothwe should seek to find managers who would not only be
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sldUed and efficient, but "l^"
""^e^^j ^:^*S;ess

rive to these social centres an atmosphere
.1 nom

Ld joy Which wouH be.nun^^^^^

ry ^^"^^^f:r^t::,^.rusKt
srfBSStSBti"i^"*-^ibut also that it stiouia lex i*^' &"

, accociation and
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and the

outlook of thrir host.
^^^ ^^ ^^^

«--'.«fV" !l^ri

fcuon, Town?we see our group of ass<K.ated centra

Work. buildings—School, Peoples H°"^' V"^,

House, Town Hlll-^h aU «.e.r^-^^^^^^^^^

'^fsfTrie^blc^Ss^^^StS
inUfe. The boys arid g^rls who have enjoy

^^
of their school festivals ^^^^ Pf^^^^ ^^TnIw T^^
organise civic pageants, rura plays ^nd a

^^^

Theatre. Groups for mus c ^^
J°3f^^^°^f^ rooms,

dancing or for drama, vaU ^^^^ their haUs^^a

Societies for debate, for
f^^^^y °*/^7^^^^^^ will

archeology, of history of
^^f^^^J^Xs passing

arise, as elsewhere, and ^° ^^^^^^rh^rhe or^^
naturaUy lron;itheieahnsof aniusement.in

^^

sense, to those of
-;i-5.f^^^^^^^^^^^^

co-

self-expression, with its demana iot ^^
operation, links these '^^'^^J'''^l^J^\Tihe tune
prophetic imagination ^^^^^^J^^^^ew Town shall

Wn out of the f^.^°^^,
^,^'^'^Hi^^^^^^ educa-

grow new forms of l^^iv^'^^^f^.'''i^th^^^^^ of a ful

tion and play have become fused m the umty oi

^mm^' '~q^
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life. Even in our first co-operative town we may see
the development of, let us say, a craft, an agricultural
or an architectural university, or a training school for
a new type of teacher.

The true play-spirit is shown by a kitten, or by the
lambs who " play always, they know no better," or
by young children. Among older boys and girls, and
even adults, we may need to-day to insist on " compul-
sory games " or to " organise play "

; but are not these
self-contradictory efforts largely due to the divorce of
joy and self-expression from education and from work?
We quote again from Ruskin: " When men are rightly
occupied, their amur^eraent grows out of their work,
as the colour-petals out of a fruitful flower." NewTown
will try to provide this " right occupation," and to
make the Play Way not only the way of the school but,
in real earnest, the way of *he world, in our " Common-
wealth in which work is play and play is life."

'^mzm-s^mm^m^j^r:'^n'sr^i^y K-^132::?^®*?:^'"-
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OUR APPEAL

"A cry that is our common voice ; the note

Of fellowship."—George Meredith.

To some, no doubt, the outline sketch of New Town,

as we have now given it, may prove unattractive.

It may be that some points or possibilities have been

unduly emphasised and the needs of some tempera-

ments neglected. We ask for any honest criticism that

may help to remove a fault or tc add an improvement.

But more generally, we beUeve, the description will

awaken in readers a desire to share in the enterprise.

There is in most of us some touch of kinship with Plato,

with Sir Thomas More and William Morris, and all the

poets and thinkers who have described the * f their

dream^s. And, maybe, at another time, the consequent

impulse to action would be no stronger than that

of a ciream, and go no further than n vague, prophetic

longing.

But we are Uving in a day Uke no other that the

world has ever seen. Never has there been a greater

need for action. The immense effort of the war of

nations, with its four years of destruction and wasting,

is now over. Not only is there all the work of recon-

struction to be done, but there is another war, the "class-

war," smouldering in most lands and ablaze in some.

All the energy that we should have put into attempts

to prevent the international struggle, had we known

for certain that it was coming upon us, is equally needed

to-day to
" "ing us to a state of real social peace with-

out having to live through new and bitter forms of

struggle.

136
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In industnal life we are about to make a fresh start •

are we to go forward with more feverish energy along
the old roads of selfishness and exploitation ?

We need a million new houses in Britain; are thev
to be built around the borders of towns already over-
grown and unhealthy, and are landowners to continue
to make unearned profit out of public needs?
Many thousands of our countrymen, offering them-

selves freely in the service of great impersonal ends,
have cut themselves loose from old bonds of thought
and of circumstance, and have been living on terms
of comradeship with their fellows of all classes; are
they to return to the old, contracted ways ?

Women have come out into a new fellowship with
men in work and in opportunity; are they now to
retire again ?

We do not say that our proposal is the only way of
finding answers to such questions. But we do believe
that for many people it will give the ii t satisfying
and comprehensive reply. Just as we pointed out, in
the introductory chapter, how the making of a New
lown, based on association in the well-planned pro-
duction of things that are of fundamental use. involved
the synthesis of many different ways of thought and
of experiment in social advance, so now we should hke
to point out that it meets also all the many insistent
challenges of this special hour. It is an enterprise in
which both men and women can find satisfaction for
their eager longing after a new start in a simpler
and more brotherly way of life. It is a reconstruction
scheme m land tenure, housing, industry, agriculture
education, civic and domestic affairs, and it brings all
these sides of life into relation with each other.
With such a comprehensive aim, it is evident that

we need the hard, continuous work, as well as the
enthusiasm and the ideas, of men and women of every
vanety of experience and interest. Our appeal for
help takes therefore many forms.
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We appeal to men of technical and business experi-

ence o come and apply their powers and knowledge

in order to ensure that New Town and its industry

shall be scientiiically and economically organised and

managed. Many of the best equipped men of to-day

are serving city or state for a fixed salary and finding

satisfaction in the sense of their social usefulness.

Many others, in their own businesses, work with little

thought for personal reward. It is not true that the

incentive of great personal profit is necessary for the

production of the best work in these matters. There

should be httle difficulty in equipping New Town on

this side.

We appeal to keen Trade Unionists and to " Labour
"

enthusiasts to come and join us, with all their demo-

cratic experience and special knowledge of the prob-

lems of combination and of production. We feel at

present that the promoters of New Town are too much
drawn from the " middle class." More of those who
represent directly the class of manual workers are

needed in our councils, so that mutual confidence may
be estabhshed and one-sided views avoided. Many of

the features of New Town are designed to abolish that

separation of classes and of interests which is so

horribly interwoven into our social system to-day.

We appeal to those who wish to see daily labour

redeemed, no longer to be, as so often now, an unin-

teresting round of toil, resentfully endured, but be-

coming a means of communion with Mother Earth, of

creative expression for the human spirit, and of

fellowship in service.

We appeal to all who believe in the necessity for a

new emphasis on full and free association in labour

and in life; in particular, to those who have worked

for the existing co-operative movements. Surely they

at least may hope to see some of their dreams coming

true in such a New Town as we invite them to build

with us.

nP^QMUM:
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We appeal to those vho are anxious about the
future of the EngUsh country-side. Not only do we
need the help of skilled agriculturists to make New
lown farmuig a success, but we wish to see also the
life of the town overllowing through a wide district
invigorating and re-creating the surrounding villages.'We appeal to those who are concerned about our
present educational system and methods; to those
who are eager to see a new race growing up in our
country, healthy in mind as in body, and eaRerlv
pursuing the perfections. In New Town, we seek to
use the experience of many minds and many ages in
order to provide the right conditions for such a growthWe appeal to men and women who, because of the
war, have lost their old positions, or wish to make a
change into some work of more direct service to their
nation. We appeal, for example, to aU who wish to give
their main energies to social service or philanthropic
work. Let them consider whether they cannot help
their fellows more effectively by building up new
conditions in a new place, rather than struggling to
mitigate the ever-accumulating troubles in some old,
unhealthy slum; and whether at the same time their
own lives cannot bo made more genuine and complete
by taking some share in the productive work of the
world.

We appeal to those who cannot give personal service
but who can give money. Large sums are needed at
once; to cover all the ground we have surveyed in
this book, any amount up to a million pounds of
capital could be well used. The social conscience is
rapidly becoming more and more sensitive on the
subject of the getting, investment and spending of all
incomes above what are required for personal or
family needs. The general opinion is becoming in-
clined to suspect the legitimacy of all large incomes,
and more men than ever before are uncomfortable on
the subject and anxious to make right use of their
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surplus means. They- feel that the community has a

claim on them which the payment of rates and taxes

cannot fully discharge. Schemes of charity, or those

which attack one symptom only of the general social

disease, are also felt to make an inadequate appeal.

We believe that a more general and fundamentally

constructive plan, such as ours, will therefore find

more r^ady and greater financial support to-day than

would a more timid or sectional enterprise.

We appeal, cgain, to those who consider themselves

as ordinary folk, with no special powers of conceiv-

ing or of organising schemes of social benefit, but

full of kindly feeling to their neighbours, given to

hospitality, and glad to live in a friendly atmosphere.

Let them come and help to make New Town a place

of cheerfulness and good fellowship.

We appeal to women, now more free to co-operate

with men than ever before, to join in the making of

New Town, bringing their insight and their practical

ingenuity to bear on all its problems, and so helping

to complete the circle of our association.

We appeal to practical idealists, young and old,

cautious and adventurous; to all those who believe

that civilisation is working upwards towards brother-

hood, and that the pace can be quickened by taking

thought together and joining forces.

We appeal to the religious instinct in the heart of

man that sets him seeking, by so many paths, after

the universal life and the beloved community. " Full-

ness of life " we have made our aim and the test of all

our plans. We appeal to all those who wish to trans-

late more fully and effectively into terms of daily life

and civic effort that deepest human consciousness

that lies behind the forms and creeds of all religion.

The future historian of New Town will tell how the

scheme first took shape among a group of members
of the Society of Friends, brought together by a

common desire to seek for greater sincerity and sim-
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plicity in the ways of life, and to find new forms forthe expression of their allegiance to the ideal ofhuman brotherhood.
By much hard thought, by varied forms of mutual

association, by the self-giving of many individuals, bv

n.t'^r -r
''?-"'™°?

^''f^*^^^
^«°^*' o"^ new cities, ournew civilisation slowly will be built. And whei. in

fnTi 5"^ ^\
elsewhere, some higher form of social

S^ir "l-^^^
^'^^ ^^' ^°°^^ ^*° being, there willhappier children grow up more fit to build a better

^iLlr 1, n ^ ""^""^^ "^ *^^y ^ b°"^ i"t° a time of

fSf? $^^^5^^ or of greater opportunity thanto-day Fnends. we are but the stammering spokes-men of an appeal that is greater than the speech ofman can encompass. If. through anything we have
said, you hear the note of that imperious call, then is

together (as we now mvite you to do) and talk of
capital and credit, of town plans, of new businesses
of wages and salaries, of timber and bricks, of kitchensand cupboards, of schoolrooms and workshops, drains

even nftrSflf ' T'^^^^- f"^ ?"'^"' P^^^ ^"^ 'tattle,even of Ideals and principles, with no fear of dissension

Confidence"'''
'" '""^ '"" '*''"^*^ "' ^ ^"^^*
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PIONEER TRUST LIMITED

Incorporated under the Industrial and Provident Societies

Act, 1893, as a" Public Utility Society " within the

meaning of the Housing, Town Planning, etc..

Act, 1909.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Edward Backhouse, B.A., J.P., Chairman, (formerly

Local Director of Barclay'sBank, Ltd., Darlington),

10 Higher Drive, Purley, Surrey.

Harrison Barrow, Tea Merchant, (Managing Director

Barrow's Stores, Ltd.), 57 Wellington Road,

Edgbaston, Birmingham.

Ralph H. Crowley, M.D., 2 Sollershott West,

Letchworth, Herts.

J. Thompson Eliott, Timber Importer, 27 Chancery

Lane, London, W.C.

Miss S. Margery Fry, M.A., Failand House, Failand,

near Bristol.

Mrs. M. O'Brien Harris, D.Sc, 4 Graham Road,

London, E.8.

T. Alwyn Lloyd, L.R.LB.A., The Welsh Town-

Planning and Housing Trust, Ltd., 32 Park Place,

Cardiff.

Harris Smith, Farmer, Pattiswick Hall, near

Braintree.

Henry Lloyd Wilson, J.P., (Chemical Manufacturer,

Director of J. and E. Sturge, Ltd.), Selly Wood,
Selly Oak, Birmingham.



Auditors

ViNEv Price and Goodyear, Chartered Accountants.
99 Cheapside, London, E.G.

Bankers

London Joint City and Midland Bank. Ltd..
t Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

Secretary and Registered Offices

Bryce Leicester, 27 Chancery Lane. London. W.C.2.

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
1,922 Shares of ^i each - _ _

;f3,502 Non-Interest-Bearing Loan Stock
£7,091 Four per cent. Loan Stock

;fl>922

£3,502

£7,09^

£i2,sis

There are now offered for subscription 23,078 Shares
of £1 each and ^^39.407 Loan Stock, which with the
amounts already subscribed will bring the total capital
of the Trust to ;f75,ooo.

The Shares are entitled to dividends limited by the
rules of the Trust to a maximum of Four per cent, per
annum.

The Loan Stocks rank in priority to the Share Capital
as regards principal and, in addition, the 4% Loan



Stock also ranks in priority as regards interest, which
is payable half-yearly on the 30th June and 31st

DecTiber.

The Trust has been formed to initiate the project

outlined in this book.

The particular duties assigned to the Trust are:

—

(i) To obtain a suitable area of land of some three

thousand acres or more as the site of the

New Town.

(2) To secure the necessary financial support to

enable the project to be launched.

(3) To prepare the Memorandum and Articles of

Association of a Permanent Company in

which the property will be vested.

The Capital of the Trust will be exchangeable for

shares or stock in the Permanent Company in due
course.

Forms ofApplication and all particulars may be obtained

on application to the Secretary, Pioneer Trust,
Ltd., 27 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
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